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In the mid-twentieth century Egyptian President Gamal Abdel-Nasser, along with 

President Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana rose to international prominence as leaders and visionaries 

who were able to achieve political independence in their respective home countries while 

attempting to shape a destiny for Africa that did not involve Western imperialism. For Nasser’s 

part, he first secured independence for Egypt, then turned his attention to the Middle East, but 

soon became as active in the politics of Sub Saharan Africa, also known as black Africa, as he 

was in the Arab world. This thesis explores Nasser’s forays into Sub Saharan Africa during the 

period of decolonization on the continent and how his aspirations for Africa were equally a part 

of his political agenda that came to be known as Nasserism. Considering Nasser was the leader 

of the Third bloc, Egypt’s fate was tied to Africa just as much as it was to the Middle East. 

Beyond the aspects of Nasser’s involvement in Africa, this work also explores the active role 

Africans played in their quest for independence from European colonizers. Many African leaders 

during this time were as prominent and as shrewd as Nasser and were committed to establishing 

an anti-imperialist continent while developing modern African states based on the principles of 

Pan Africanism. While this occurred, new countries began to enter Africa and it became up to the 

African heads of state to determine how much involvement they wanted from these outsiders and 

at what cost. As these many dynamics played out in Africa, Pan Africanism was simultaneously 

occurring in the United States that linked black America’s fate with Africa in movements that 

emphasized black nationalism and Third World political ideology. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Sam Nujoma, an anti-colonial revolutionary and the first president of the African country 

Namibia once wrote of Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser: “Nasser had inspired us in 

Namibia as far back as 1956 when he fought against the British, French, and Israelis after he had 

taken over the Suez Canal.” Nujoma added “North African leaders like Nasser…politically 

inspired those of us in the colonized and occupied parts of Africa.”1 Unlike any other Arab 

leader Nasser’s involvement in black African politics and his insistence that Egypt be seen in 

connection with its African geographical location alongside its Arab and Islamic identities made 

him unique for his time. Nujoma was a frequent visitor to Cairo. His organization, the South 

West Africa People’s Organization like other movements fighting for majority rule in Southern 

Africa, had offices in the Egyptian capital and were allowed daily broadcasts transmitted to their 

countries on Radio Cairo, which had at the time one of the largest radio transmitters in the world. 

While Nasser has gone down in history as a leader of Pan-Arabism, it is his role in fostering Pan-

Africanism that has been of far greater significance than he is given credit.  

Even though much has been written about the political philosophy of Nasser my own 

research leads me to believe that the intersection of Pan-Africanism and Nasserism has played a 

more crucial role in the realigning of non-Western states than it has been given credit for. 

Nasser’s political philosophy penetrated a barrier put in place both by Western powers and Arab 

states against associating North and Sub-Saharan Africa. With this artificial barrier removed 

Nasser greatly increased his power and made the Non-Aligned Movement a viable force as a 

Third Bloc with his involvement in the African independence movement. 

                                                 
1 Sam Nujoma, Where Others Wavered: The Autobiography of Sam Nujoma (London: Panaf Books, 2001), 193-94. 
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Author James Jakowski’s examination of Nasser’s Egypt in relationship to the Arab 

nationalism lead him to conclude that “Egyptian involvement in the Arab nationalist movement 

in the 1950s was driven less by ideology than by instrumental and practical concerns of asserting 

and maintaining what Nasser and his associates perceived as Egypt’s proper place in regional 

and international affairs.”2 This means Egypt’s political geography was not bound to the 

Mediterranean or Middle East alone, but instead operated from wherever Egypt’s interest were 

best served. In Philosophy of the Revolution Gamal Abdel Nasser reveals the intentions behind 

the 1952 Egyptian Revolution which led to the country’s full independence and his philosophy 

on foreign policy. The key to understanding Nasser’s interest and intentions for Egypt is the 

‘Arab circle,’ a term he used in Philosophy that described the need to eliminate political 

boundaries of third world countries. He writes, “there is an Arab circle surrounding us and that 

this circle is as much a part of us as we are a part of it, that our history has been mixed with it 

and that its interest are linked with ours.”3 The circle surrounding Egypt was made by the Arabs, 

the Islamic World and the Africa. Nasser saw Egypt within the borders of the African continent 

saying, “It is not in vain that our country lies in the Northeast of Africa, a position from which it 

gives upon the dark continent wherein rages today the most violent struggle between the white 

colonizers and black natives….”4 Of course Western influence like the Baghdad Pact that 

allowed the British to maintain influence in the Middle East was of great concern for Nasser. The 

alliance Nasser believed was “a ploy to draw Syria into the Iraqi orbit, part of a larger Iraqi 

strategy to ‘isolate Egypt’ in the Arab world.”5 In Nasser’s rise to international prominence and 

                                                 
2 James Jankowski, Nasser’s Egypt, Arab Nationalism, and the United Arab Republic (London: Lynne Rienner, 
2002), 8-9. 
3 Gamal Abdel Nasser, The Philosophy of the Revolution. (Buffalo: Economica Books, 1959), 59-60. 
4 Ibid., 60. 
5 James Jankowski, Nasser’s Egypt, Arab Nationalism, and the United Arab Republic (London: Lynne Rienner, 
2002), 71. 
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influence throughout the 1950s he would consistently thwart and challenge Western imperialist 

endeavors wherever Egypt had a stake involved or Nasser saw fit.  

In spite of the fierce pride and belief in Egyptian nationalism, Egypt could last but so 

long in the era of Cold War politics. In coining the term “Nasserism” historians placed Nasser’s 

sole identification and ambitions in the Arab world. Missing from this doctrine is Nasser’s 

involvement in Third World/non-aligned politics the third part of his Arab circle: Africa. Nasser 

needed an African nationalist approach to independence as much as he needed Arab nationalism 

in the Middle East if Egypt was going to avoid political isolation. Nasser’s belief in nationalism 

and understanding of foreign policy led to his involvement with the Pan-Africanist movement. 

As a result Nasserism served as the focal point of advancing Pan-Africanism from an ideology to 

a liberation movement that impacted African decolonization.  

 

Pan-Africanism  

Like the belief in Arab nationalism spreading in parts of the Middle East in the 1950s, 

“African nationalism in the 1960s had one overriding aim: to attain political independence. 

Kwame Nkrumah, correctly regarded as a Pan-Africanist, impressed this point on young 

nationalists by urging them to seek first the political kingdom and all else would be added unto 

them.”6 Merging the many definitions and interpretations author P. Olisanwuche Esedebe defines 

Pan-Africanism as a “political and cultural phenomenon which regards Africa, Africans, and 

African descendants abroad as a unit. It seeks to regenerate and unify Africa and promote a 

feeling of oneness among the people of the African world.”7 Pan-Africanism was a concerted 

                                                 
6 B.A. Ogot and W.R. Ochieng’, Decolonization & Independence in Kenya 1940-93 (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University 
Press, 1995), 8. 
7 P. Olisanwuche Esedebe, Pan-Africanism: The Idea and Movement 1776-1963 (Washington D.C.: Howard 
University Press, 1982), 3. 
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effort of Africans and those of the African diaspora to form a cultural identity in the face of 

global oppression and to establish a political identity that would solidify the African continent as 

its home base. 

The beginning of the Pan-Africanism movement drive towards decolonization begin with 

the 1945 Fifth Pan-African Congress in Manchester, England. Across the board historians look at 

the Fifth Pan-Africanist Congress as monumental in the development of an emerging African 

identity with aspirations of independence. Having convened on the heels of World War II it 

“served as the pace-maker of decolonization in Africa and in the British West Indies.”8 Pan-

Africanist and conference participant, Ras T. Makonnen believed “One important thing that 

came out of the Congress was that the struggle was not to be found in Europe for the majority of 

us. The old idea that you could do more work for liberation outside Africa was being laid 

aside.”9 This belief rang true in reality when considering at the time of the Fifth Pan African 

Congress Hastings Banda, Jomo Kenyatta and Congress co-organizer Kwame Nkrumah, three 

future African presidents, in attendance lived abroad. As a prominent pan-Africanist Kwame 

Nkrumah would become the first President of Ghana making his country the first sub-Saharan 

African nation to achieve independence in 1957. The author William Ackah of Pan-Africanism: 

Exploring the Contradictions writes what distinguishes the Fifth Congress from the previous 

conferences was now “Africans were ready to use force if necessary, to resist the forceful 

colonisation [sic] of Africa.”10  

                                                 
8 Imanuel Geiss, The Pan-African Movement: A History of Pan-Africanism in America, Europe, and Africa (New 
York: Holmes and Meier, 1974), 4. 
9 Hakim Adi and Marika Sherwood, Pan-African History: Political Figures from Africa and the Diaspora since 
1787 (London/New York: Routledge, 2003), 120. 
10 William B. Ackah, Pan-Africanism: Exploring the Contradictions: Politics, Identity and Development in Africa 
and the African Diaspora (London: Routledge, 1999), xiv. 
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With the conclusion of World War II, the emergence of the Cold War and later the 1952 

Egyptian Revolution, the Fifth Pan African Congress benefitted greatly from the world events 

taking place as much as it did from any resolutions from the conference. International affairs 

along with the knowledge and experiences gained by Africans abroad began the process of 

forming African leadership on an international scale. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BANDUNG CONFERENCE AND THE RISE OF THE THIRD WORLD 

  One of the most important developments in the making of Nasserism and the beginning 

of the push towards decolonization in Africa was the Bandung Conference of 1955 in Bandung, 

Indonesia. Also known as the Afro-Asian Conference, Bandung included twenty-nine countries 

from Africa, Asia and the Middle East with the expressed intentions of promoting Afro-Asian 

solidarity through mutual cooperation, recognition of international human rights as expressed in 

the charter of the United Nations, respect for sovereignty of all nations and a call to end 

imperialism throughout the world. Among the countries represented at the conference were 

Egypt, Ghana (then known as the Gold Coast) and Sudan—both still colonized. It was at 

Bandung were the character of Nasser and Africa transformed and found the footing to fight 

imperialism. 

 Prior to the Bandung Conference no one thought of Nasser as a transformative figure in 

world politics. He was one of a group of officers that overthrew the monarch in Egypt and had 

only a year before became president of Egypt. There was yet to be a Suez Crisis so his power 

seemed to stretch no farther than the Egyptian boundaries. When Nasser went to the United 

States for arms purchases Nasser objected to their precondition of joining a Western defense 

system so the United States denied Egypt’s request and dismissed the young leader: “The 

Americans took the line that Nasser’s talk of uniting the Arab world was nonsense, since the 

West had already ‘lined up’ Iraq, Jordan and Lebanon, not to mention non-Arab states in the area 

such as Turkey, Iran and Pakistan.”11 In fact the United States’ assessment was that the Egyptian 

leader did not rule Egypt singlehandedly.12 The shift in Nasser’s role in Egypt and ultimately the 

                                                 
11 Anthony Nutting, Nasser (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1972) 98. 
12 Jankowski, Nasser’s Egypt, 65. 
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international stage was the forming of a U.S.-backed organization with the United Kingdom, 

Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Pakistan known as the Baghdad Pact. Its purpose was the prevention of 

the Soviet Union’s expansion into the Mediterranean region. Opposed to the Pact, Nasser saw it 

as a ploy to “‘isolate Egypt’ in the Arab world.”13 Not long after the Pact the Israeli army 

attacked the Gaza Strip and like Nasser, Egyptian leaders viewed both actions as “organically 

linked, both being components of ‘a great Western conspiracy to destroy the July 23 

Revolution.”14 The Bagdad Pact was a threat to Egypt and the Arab world.  

 In order for Egypt to avoid isolation it needed a base and the Bandung Conference did 

that by introducing the concept of the Third World, a non-aligned movement that would promote 

its political ideology of being anti-colonialism and remaining neutral in the Cold War era. The 

concept of Third World was an alternative to superpowers and a major step towards self-

determination for countries that had recently been decolonized or were on their way to 

independence; with the Western and Eastern Blocs established Bandung in effect established the 

Third Bloc. In the Non-Aligned Movement, Egypt found countries in their same predicament: 

trying to avoid colonialism and promoting human rights and freedom. Considering the let-down 

Nasser first experienced with the formation of the Baghdad Pact and the continued challenges he 

would face during his time as Egyptian president in the Arab world, the Third World offered an 

alternative to the ‘Arab Circle’ Nasser spoke of in the Philosophy of the Revolution when he 

wrote “there is an Arab circle surrounding us and that this circle is as much a part of us as we are 

a part of it.”15 The Non-Aligned Movement was capable of replacing or even adding to as an 

                                                 
13 Ibid., 71. 
14 Ibid. 71. 
15 Nasser, Philosophy, 69-70. 
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incentive especially when that ‘Circle’ Nasser wrote about and worked to build proved unwilling 

or incapable of what he needed or expected.  

 The announcement of the Bandung Conference was met with alarm by the Western Bloc, 

specifically the United States. John Foster Dulles, United States Secretary of State warned the 

conference would lead to anti-Western sentiment. More than anti-West sentiment was influence 

for Dulles in matters dealing with the Soviet Union because if the West could not persuade the 

Third Bloc then it was obvious to him the Soviets would. Encouraged by what he called 

“communist engulfment” this new movement would “lead to the creation of ‘a very solid block 

of anti-Western voted in the United Nation’ as the new states were progressively admitted to the 

international body.”16 Dulles was against the conference so much he “argued that if the Bandung 

Conference could be stopped ‘without strong-arm methods’ the ‘US would welcome such [an] 

outcome.’”17  

The Bandung Conference also legitimized Nasserism by elevating the Egyptian president. 

With many presidents of the Third World in attendance it was Nasser that emerged from the 

conference with the greatest stature. He had already visualized some of the precepts of the 

conference’s agenda in Philosophy of the Revolution and afterwards it crystalized the path for 

himself as a leader and Egypt as a country. American author Richard Wright attended the 

Bandung Conference and later wrote a book on his experience. By the time of Bandung Nasser 

was Egypt’s president and Wright referred to each head of state by their title, president, when he 

mentioned Nasser it was, Lieutenant Colonel Gamal Abdel Nasser; this recognition surpassed all 

                                                 
16 Roland Burke, Decolonization and the Evolution of International Human Rights (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 17. 
17 Ibid., 17. 
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other dignitary titles because no one else there was recognized or at least elevated to Nasser’s 

stature. Speaking at the conference Nasser said: 

In this conference, we are meeting as representatives of the Asiatic and African countries. 
There is a striking similarity between the conditions prevailing in our countries, a 
similarity that operates as a unifying force; we have emerged from a long period of 
foreign influence, political as well as economic….It is not surprising therefore that we 
should feel close together….”18 
 
While Egypt was independent it had witnessed the formation of the Baghdad Pact, to this 

point the British were still in control of the Suez Canal in Egypt and Israel was always a threat.  

The country was poor and potentially on the verge of collapse. However, Bandung’s oath of 

solidarity gave Nasser a platform to launch his agenda of anti-colonialism through Arab 

unification and later the decolonization of Africa. It was through conversations with the Chinese 

Prime Minister that Egypt was contacted by the Soviets offering to sell them arms and offering to 

help with any industrial projects. Overall “Nasser was hailed as a leading figure in the emerging 

‘third world’ of Afro-Asia.”19 Egypt’s foreign minister’s concluded “‘Bandung opened new 

vistas for [sic] Abdul Nasser, and helped him to discover better, both the world and himself.’”20 

Afterwards Nasser consolidated power domestically and would soon do so in the Middle East 

and in Africa, thus making Egypt “inescapably polycyclic—important as an Arab, as an African, 

as a Muslim and as a Neutralist nation.”21 

For Africa, the Afro-Asian solidarity conference assured them that a fight would be taken 

up for their independence.  As in the example of Kenya fighting a colonial power would mean 

needing all the help possible through man power, resources and arms since colonial regimes had 

                                                 
18 Richard Wright, The Color Curtain: A Report on the Bandung Conference (New York: World Publishing 
Company, 1956), 144. 
19 Anthony Nutting, Nasser, 100-101. 
2020 Jankowski, Nasser’s Egypt, 65-66. 
21 Ali A. Mazrui and Michael Tidy, Nationalism and New States in Africa from about 1935 to the present (Nairobi; 
Ibadan; London: Heinemann, 1984), 53. 
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access to all such necessities. China was connected to the U.S.S.R. and now Egypt was too so 

this allowed the Soviet Union to advance into Africa bypassing the Bagdad Pact. 

 Bandung set off a wave of independence in Africa beginning with Ghana. It is no surprise 

Ghana was represented at the conference by its future first president Nkrumah. Non-alignment 

and African unification would serve as the only true means of maintaining independent. Like 

Nasser, Nkrumah believed in the power of unity and as more African states became 

independence organizing around principles of non-alignment and sovereignty and human rights 

would echo the sentiments of Bandung. At the Casablanca Conference* the African Charter of 

Casablanca included “We solemnly reaffirm our unshakeable adherence to the United Nations 

Charter and to the Declaration of the Afro-Asian Conference held in Bandung, with the aim of 

promoting co-operation among all the people of the world, and of consolidating international 

peace.”22 The sovereignty of Africa nations would help move Africa out of the shadows of 

colonization and into the international arena looking to build unity and security as the 

independent countries involved at Bandung had previously done.  

 

Nasser and Nkrumah 

Due to the fact that Nasser challenged the United States and Western European nations, 

Nasser cultivated many relationships with many Third World leaders. Other than the relationship 

between Nasser and Nikita Khrushchev’s Soviet Union, history has placed the most emphasis on 

his relationship with Kwame Nkrumah. In his Philosophy of the Revolution Nasser wrote, “Can 

we ignore that there is a continent of Africa in which fate has placed us and which is destined to 

                                                 
22 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 144-145. 
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witness a terrible struggle on its future? The struggle will affect us whether we want or not.”23 

Philosophy was written in 1954 which is significant because the earliest any meeting between 

Nasser and Nkrumah is known to have occurred would be the Bandung Conference of Asian and 

African states in 1955. Nasser while paternalistic with regards to the plight of the colonized 

African continent (particularly the sub-Saharan region) was not contemptuous as many in the 

Arab world were. His relationship with Kwame Nkrumah would move Nasser’s position from 

condescending to ally over time.  

Perhaps what Nasser saw in Nkrumah was an image of himself. After all, Kwame 

Nkrumah was the leading figure of African nationalism. Peter Woodward thinks as much writing 

in his book Nasser that the Egyptian President “felt the growing confidence to patronize the 

emerging figures, such as Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, who in a number of ways aspired to be 

the Nasser of Africa….”24 Once independent Nkrumah’s government made changes to the 

constitution Great Britain had approved as a condition of their granting independence to Ghana. 

Of the many changes made was Ghana moving from a monarchy to a republic. As Nkrumah put 

it, “The Head of the West African State of Ghana should be a Ghanaian having his residence in 

Ghana.”25 His words and actions drew the ire of the British press, although the media was never 

as successful sullying Nkrumah’s name as they were to sullying “the name of Africa’s other 

uncompromising nationalist, Nasser of Egypt….”26 Both men shared a similar agenda of 

advocating nationalism and ridding the worlds they operated in of Western imperialism. From 

the Bandung Conference onwards Nkrumah was in attendance at virtually every Third World 

                                                 
* Egypt was declared independent of British rule in 1922 but Great Britain continued to remain in control of the 
country by controlling the Egyptian monarchy, their economy and the Suez Canal. 
23 Nasser, Philosophy of the Revolution, 60. 
24 Peter Woodward, Nasser (New York: Longman Group, 1992), 45. 
25 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 81. 
26 David Birmingham, Kwame Nkrumah: The Father of African Nationalism, Revised ed. (Athens, Ohio: Ohio 
University Press, 1998), 60. 
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and/or African conference Nasser participated in and could be seen as someone “that share[d] 

Nasser’s ambitions for ‘3[r]-world’ leadership….”27  And due to this budding relationship at the 

annual UN General Assembly meetings, “Egypt invited the representatives of the African 

liberation movements to put their cause to the UN delegates, and to appear before the UN 

Trusteeship Committee (the Fourth Committee) as petitioners, in addition to providing other 

forms of technical and legal assistance.”28 

Nasser left Bandung with more than just fame; he returned to Egypt with political 

connections. It no longer became a question of whether he would receive arms from the United 

States when his political activity in Indonesia assured him he could receive it from elsewhere. It 

was only days after Bandung that Cairo heard from Moscow willing “to oblige with the supply of 

any quantity of arms, including modern tanks and aircraft, against deferred payment in Egyptian 

cotton and rice.”29 The same resources that would otherwise be used to exploit an African 

country were the same very resources that could be bartered for benefits of defending itself 

against any potential outside attack. Nasser believed that in order to remain neutral you had to be 

‘strong enough to protect your neutrality.’30 

 For Africa the post-Bandung years of the late 1950s just before the wave of 

decolonization spread was important because this was a time were Nasser was gaining the 

international experience of shrew dealings and political manipulations for which he became 

known. His successes and failures were being played out, he was supplying Egypt with what the 

country needed and overall slowly building a base for which Cairo could become the African 

                                                 
27 Dan Hofstader ed., Egypt & Nasser Volume 2: Trials of an Expanding Revolution 1957-1960 (New York: Facts on 
File, 1973), 140. 
28 Mohamed Fayek, “The July 23 Revolution and Africa,” in The Arabs & Africa, ed. Khair El-Din Haseeb (Beirut 
and London: Centre for Arab Unity Studies and Croom Helm, 1985), 96-97. 
29 Nutting, Nasser, 101. 
30 Ibid., 105. 
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headquarters for the liberation movement of Africa. By 1960 Nasser was as seasoned as any 

world leader and able to play such a significant role in the lofty task of African decolonization.  

 

Communist Efforts in Africa 

 With Nasser’s emerging power outside of Egypt, Nasser in a lot of ways became the 

gatekeeper to Africa. As a relationship between Egypt and the Soviet Union occurred so did a 

relationship with the Soviets and Sub-Saharan Africa as well. Egypt and its diplomatic ties with 

“the socialist bloc in general—a friendship of equals—benefited all of Africa when its major 

problem was to eliminate European colonialism, and for a long time Egypt acted as a link 

between the socialist bloc and the rest of the African countries….”31 This endeavor into Africa 

only heightened the tensions in the Cold War as a superpower not from the West was willing to 

get involved in Africa in ways that benefitted the African struggle to thwart subjugation and 

post-colonial realities of colonization. 

 Like any international move by a country the reasons are always strategic with the hopes 

of a political benefit. When Khrushchev assumed control in Russia the objective was to “deprive 

the United States and its allies of political influence, economic opportunities, and strategic bases 

in Africa. In the short run, Moscow ha[d] seen its best hope in the emergence of African states 

that would pursue ‘positive neutrality’ and cultivate increasingly close economic, political, and 

cultural ties with the Soviet bloc.”32 This meant that the Soviet Union saw potential in Africa to 

become a communist satellite. With Nasser as an ally and much to be done in the newly 

independent African nations it would seem obvious that Africa would choose communism as the 

base for social, political and economic structure. 

                                                 
31 Fayek and Haseeb ed., The Arabs & Africa, 102-103. 
32 Zbigniew Brzezinski, Africa and the Communist World (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963), 13 
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Nasser was pro-Russia yet anti-communist and wanted no part of communism in Egypt, 

the Middle East, or the Third World Bloc. For African leaders they too were not interested in 

adopting an outside ideology. Even the African non participants in Bandung liked the idea of 

non-alignment and later African organizations were built around the idea of Pan-Africanism and 

positive neutrality. The Soviet Bloc’s attempts at Sub-Saharan Africa was an effort to get in good 

with a movement it had earlier dismissed. Pan-Africanism and many leading Pan-Africanist had 

long dismissed communism. Leading Pan Africanist George Padmore was a mentor to young 

Pan Africanist like Kwame Nkrumah and Jomo Kenyatta, and Padmore educated them early on 

“to steer clear of international entanglements; to distinguish between democratic Socialism, 

Marxism, and Communism.”33 Padmore was fierce in his denouncement of communism and 

belief in Pan Africanism. As Padmore saw it: 

The only force capable of containing Communism in Asia and Africa is dynamic 
nationalism based upon a socialist programme of industrialization and cooperative 
methods of agricultural production…in our struggle for national freedom, human dignity 
and social redemption, Pan-Africanism offers an ideological alternative to 
Communism….No self-respecting African wishes to exchange his British masters for 
Russian ones.34 
 
However Africa needed trading partners and technical expertise in growing industry and 

the Soviet Union was a willing partner. The trade and aid between Africa and Moscow increased 

as more nations became independent and by the end of 1962 the Soviet Union had twelve trade 

agreements with ten African countries.35 Industry was also a way the Soviet Union moved its 

way into Africa offering assistance in industries such as mining, transport, agriculture, medicine, 

and power. Soviet aid was also in education as African students were studying at the new Patrice 

                                                 
33 Colin Legum, “Pan-Africanism and Communism,” in The Soviet Bloc, China and Africa eds. Sven Hamrell and 
Carl Gosta Widstrand (London: Pall Mall Press, 1964), 15. 
34 Ibid., 15-16. 
35 Ibid., 60. 
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Lumumba Friendship University in Moscow.36 This new strategy on Africa was an effort to 

“revise the history of Pan-Africanism and cast it into their mold” having been unable to convince 

the leaders of the movement of the communist ideology.37 

 The economic strategy of the Soviet Union going through Nasser undercut the impact of the 

Baghdad Pact and insured in Africa like Egypt that the United States as the leading Western 

power would have to curry favor with their own building and aid assistance in Africa if it was to 

have any influence. Nasser understood while the impact of this strategy was beneficial to him, it 

also meant Africa would require more of his attention and involvement if independent African 

countries were to maintain their sovereignty and Nasser maintain his influence with the potential 

attention the United States was now going to give the continent.   

 

China 

 China too came to be a force in Africa after diplomatic ties were established at the 

Bandung Conference. Nasser engaged in talks with China’s Premier Chou En-lai which 

prompted Chou to suggest going to Russia for arms which the Chinese made the request after the 

conference. When Egypt a year later recognized Communist China and exchanged ambassadors 

with the communist country, the United States and the World Bank closed the door on the funds 

they had planned to loan Egypt to build the Aswan High Dam. The dam was later financed by 

the Soviet Union and like the Soviets, having established a warm diplomatic relationship with 

Egypt, China began the process of penetrating deeper into the continent with aid and influence. 
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 Communist China’s expansionist vision of Africa was rooted in competition. Peking, the 

capital of China, was in “competition with the Soviets for influence in the third world; China’s 

improved relations with ‘peace-loving countries’ were meant to reinforce her economic and 

political independence of the USSR…[and] bring the underdeveloped countries of the world—

including—China closer to, and eventually into the ‘world economic system of Socialism’”.38 

While the Cold War became an arms race the competition between the Soviet Union and 

Communist China was over political ideology—the orthodox Soviet brand of Communism 

versus “Mao Tse-tungism” a term coined by Nikita Khrushchev, leader of the Soviet Union. 

Since communist influence was restricted to underdeveloped countries, Africa became a 

playground for the fight to lead this sphere of influence.39 As a Communist country China had 

already been isolated so its actions in Third World politics were aggressive, operating like a 

superpower in an effort to gain satellite countries to enhance its agenda as oppose to simply 

banding together with smaller countries to avoid imperialist initiatives. Months after the 

Bandung Conference Egypt and China signed their first trade agreement and when the Suez 

Crisis took place a year later the Chinese offered to send money and “volunteers” to assist the 

Egyptians. Later when the Afro-Asian Peoples’ Solidarity Organization was established to build 

off the momentum of Bandung, Cairo became its headquarters which “gave the Chinese a base 

from which to make direct contacts with dissidents from both North and Tropical Africa, without 

going through the European Communist Parties or the Soviet-controlled international front 

organizations….” 40 
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 The effect of China on black Africa was its relation of Third World solidarity. Each time 

an African nation claimed independence they were recognized by China. As China did with 

Egypt—establish a base for its Third World agenda—it did the same in Africa by selecting the 

West African independent country Guinea as its base for all other activities in Sub Saharan 

Africa. If Africans could see the benefits of one country received from China it would make 

China’s expansionist abilities much easier. For Africans the contacts outside of Africa were 

much needed as the process of nation building began and the leaders of these countries took full 

advantage of the offerings being provided. Guinea President Sekou Toure was invited to China 

and there after a scholarship fund was created for Guinea students. Kwame Nkrumah soon 

followed and after his visit to China Ghana was granted a loan to build two arms factories for the 

armed struggles taking place in Africa. 

While Africans began to demand and fight for independence the prospects of no 

economic industry quickly became clear and while maintaining the political ideology of Pan-

Africanism, extensive amount of contact with non-African and Non-Western countries were 

established for the purpose of establishing industries and having basic necessities to sustain a 

country and to assist other African countries that remained colonized. The fact that Kwame 

Nkrumah removed the communist element in his political party early on meant that like Nasser 

other Africans were not confused on taking resources from the Communist countries but 

avoiding their political ideology. The early interactions with the Soviet Union and China 

revealed that Pan-Africanism was strong on the continent and in spite of the many needs of the 

various countries, unity gave it a bargaining chip that outside nations had to recognize. Choosing 

ideology over necessity when there were many needs was tricky, but African heads of state were 

keenly aware that a courtship was taking place and non-African countries were just as eager to 
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explore Africa as Africa was to make new contacts and began the process of nation-building. 

There was no guarantee Africa could or would be swayed by Communist China or the Soviet 

Union so the early interactions between African nations and Communist countries strongly 

benefitted Africa and allowed African leaders to maintain the non-aligned ideology. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARMED LIBERATION IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

 The majority of African countries were granted independence with a minimum level of 

political violence. There were the non-settler colonies in which low soil fertility, tsetse fly 

infestations and malaria discouraged large scale European resettlement and expropriation of the 

best farm lands. The settler colonies created a different narrative in which armed struggles 

erupted and were led by embittered African farmers, whose rich ancestral farm lands had been 

taken away, forcing them to work as laborers on white farms. These colonies like Rhodesia, 

Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau, had evolved into white-ruled minority regimes, where 

the black majorities were denied political rights, land reform and economic opportunities. The 

first such settler colony to experience widespread violence was in the British East African colony 

of Kenya. The uprising that occurred would set the example that armed struggle against 

European colonization was an effective method for independence. The Kenyan rebellion was 

also an event that Nasser took special care to see that as much global attention as possible 

became focused upon it.  In fact, the Egyptian government financed a media campaign in support 

of this East African uprising.   

In Kenya what would become known as the Mau Mau Uprising began in earnest with 

World War II and the subsequent economic boom war brought to Kenya. The wartime and post-

war growth enriched European settlers and further put a stranglehold on the economic and 

political rights of Africans removing them from land they had lived on and farmed for 

generations, barring them from growing certain crops, and conscripting labor on European farms. 

Capital investments were made in the largely agrarian economy of Kenya therefore increasing 

agricultural production where “the British government planned to purchase European-produced 
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products like coffee, tea, and pyrethrum through local government-marketing boards, then resell 

the same products on the world market at higher prices. Since many of these goods were going to 

the United States, the British government would in exchange receive dollars that were critical to 

paying off its wartime debt to the Americans.”41 The demand for cash crops and the new farming 

techniques introduced by Europeans quickly eroded land that the Kikuyu, the largest ethnic 

group in Kenya, had always maintained. 

What was taking place in Kenya as the effects from World War II was not uncommon 

throughout colonized Africa. In The Making of Contemporary Africa Bill Freund writes “Two 

related watersheds divide the twentieth-century history of Africa: the great depression and World 

War II. Neither had African causes…however [both] brought about fundamental shifts in the 

world political economy…and initiated far-reaching social, political and economic change.”42 

Changes in the colonial economy due to war brought about mass production of raw materials that 

led to massive African immigration to towns and cities were job opportunities began to produce 

wage workers not unlike what was taking place in the United States with African Americans. 

And not unlike America mass migration to urban areas was not without its problems; housing 

shortages were persistent, sanitation in many places was little to none existent and the wages 

offered were meager. Freund goes on to conclude that World War II “dramatically exposed the 

poverty of Africans to Europe.”43 Judging from the actions of Africans in Kenya and later, 

throughout the continent it can be further concluded that World War II dramatically exposed the 

poverty of Africans to Africans. Through the many campaigns of the war Africans fought 
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valiantly as subjects of the European country colonizing their homeland. Having been able to see 

the world and become aware of the fight for freedom abroad it was no surprise to have 

expectations of receiving the same benefits bestowed to European soldiers after the war. Instead 

they returned home to the same treatment of their fellow African countrymen. Like in most 

African colonies the “Kikuyu veterans expected a homecoming different from the status quo, 

perhaps even one bringing improvements to their daily lives commensurate with their 

contributions to the war effort. Dismayingly, they found that their fortunes, and those of their 

fellow Kikuyu, not only had remained unchanged but were steadily worsening.”44  

 Having been forced to become squatters on what now became European farms or all 

together pushed off their fertile land for the inferior land of the Kikuyu Reserves and not allowed 

to grow cash crops in competition with the Europeans, the Kikuyu were landless, poor and in 

despair. The Kikuyu and Kenyans from other ethnic groups and organizations began to mass 

mobilize around an oath that vowed to fight British rule that Kenyans called the Land and 

Freedom Party, but later became known to British officials and soon those around the world as 

the Mau Mau. Interestingly enough as the Mau Mau began to take shape one of the cosponsors of 

the 5th Pan African Congress in England was Kenyan Jomo Kenyatta who had been living abroad 

as Kwame Nkrumah had and after the conference returned to Kenya as Nkrumah had to Ghana to 

inspire the Mau Mau and give voice to the movement and the entirety of Kenya to the world that 

Kenyans were determined to reclaim their land and fight for their rights and their freedom. The 

political activity in Kenya was multi layered as the Mau Mau comprised of the now peasant class 

dissident Kikuyu and politicians and leaders from other organizations like the Kenya African 

Union of which Jomo Kenyatta was a member and leader. What was taking place in Kenya 
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represents the political activity going on throughout Africa as Africans were actively getting 

involved in movements, forming political parties and unions, or picking up guns or any weapon 

to fight off the domination of colonial oppression. In Tanganyika (later known as Tanzania) there 

was the Tanganyika African National Union, Zanzibar had the Zanzibar Nationalist Party and in 

Ghana, Nkrumah led the Convention People’s Party.  The various forms of actions to put 

pressure on European administrators of the colonies especially in East and West Africa were the 

first steps towards decolonization. 

 According to Caroline Elkins many of the young militants were drawn from the “ex-

soldier community” and preferred violent means calling for armed resistance.45 One of the ways 

the colonial government attempted to discredit the Mau Mau was by accusing them of killing 

Kenyans including women and children as the press reported on the escalating battles between 

colonial police and security forces sent in to put down the rebellion. The security force 

comprised of African men as well. Kenyans that decided to side with the colonial government 

were called loyalists. One Mau Mau assault on the loyalist was the “Lari Massacre,” named by 

the colonial government. Caroline Elkins describes the actions of British officials ushering in the 

press to witness and detail the carnage of “the homesteads still smoldering and the bodies yet to 

be removed.”46 The Mau Mau attack was on the homesteads of a Kenyan chief that was a loyalist 

and given a vast amount of land for loyalty to the colonial government. In attacking the town 

Lari were Chief Luka’s followers and wives were “Mau Mau insurgents burned the loyalists in 

their huts and hacked to death those who tried to escape the fires. They mutilated men and 

women, old and young alike.” The death toll of Lari residents topped almost one hundred people 
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with many others disfigured and hundreds of cattle killed and huts burned.47 In all the press 

releases of the Lari Massacre, Elkins mentions that the colonial press didn’t mention that 

upwards of four hundred Mau Mau were killed by British and African security forces in a 

reprisal attack.”48 

To get an idea of what Kenyans felt about the overall insurrection and the Lari Massacre 

are the worlds of Karari Njama a Kenyan school teacher that took the Land and Freedom Party 

oath and participated in the Mau Mau uprising. Karari Njama expressed sympathy for the deaths 

of the children at Lari but looked at the actions of the British press as even bigger culprits in the 

overall Mau Mau insurgency for their propaganda of presenting the Mau Mau to the world as 

barbarous Africans when in fact their actions were part of an overall political agenda. Speaking 

on the raid at Lari Njama said:  

But who has killed more innocent women and children, British or Mau Mau? I wondered 
whether the bombs dropped on towns and cities by the British during the First and 
Second World Wars—and in his many other wars—spared the lives of the innocent 
women and children for which they were blaming us. And who dropped the atomic bomb 
on Hiroshima? How man died? Compare them with the ‘Lari Massacre.’49 
  
Not all attacks were directed at African loyalist, for instance the Mau Mau raided a police 

station releasing Mau Mau prisoners along with breaking into the armory stealing firearms and 

ammunition to go along with the machetes used in this guerilla warfare. Faced with a crisis the 

British authorities called a State of Emergency and began random public killings of Kenyan men 

and women many not involved with the Mau Mau. The war culminated with the British able to 

suppress the efforts of the Mau Mau and restore control with the help of British battalions and 

the Kenya Regiment of the King’s African Rifles. All of this while Kikuyu citizens were forced 
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into Britian’s Gulag (concentration camps) in Kenya. Caroline Elkins investigation found that 

the official number of Kenyans forced into the camps according to the British was set at 80,000. 

However, based on her own independent research she believes that number was likely higher 

ranging between 160,000 and 320,000.50  

The Mau Mau Uprising lasted from 1952-1960 although the preparation for revolt had 

started long before. Even though the Mau Mau were defeated by the British Army and its 

auxiliary forces the British were forced to cede that changes needed to be made in their control 

of Kenya. In the aftermath of the Mau Mau revolt author B.A. Ogot writes, “Reform became 

imperative. The colonial regime now saw the need to broaden the basis of collaboration at the 

national level to include Africans within the political and economic structures of the colonial 

society.”51 More significant than restructuring the colonial society the Mau Mau put Kenya on 

the road to independence something colonial officials did not believe could be achieved until 

after 1975 (Kenya gained independence in 1963). The fighting in Kenya showed Africans than 

that taking up arms, taking up battle against colonial oppression was a worthy cause. It proved  

that even in defeat there was much to be gained by taking the fight to European colonizers as 

“Kenya’s tortuous constitutional road to independence started in earnest with the introduction of 

the Lyttelton Constitution in 1954, at the height of the British anti-Mau Mau crusade.”52 The 

Mau Mau struggle in Kenya at least had an effect on one British colony according to American 

author Richard Wright that observed “Nkrumahism had already swept the Gold Coast where 

there was practically no industrialization; a strong, emotional, unorthodox nationalism had held 

the British at bay and had forced them either to fight a jungle war that would have been akin to 
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the Kenya tragedy or to accept an illiterate and disciplined tribal nationalism…. The 

British…had accepted Black nationalism.”53 

 

Egypt and the Congo  

After the Mau Mau rebellion the next major armed conflict in Africa to garner 

international attention was what became known as the “Congo Crisis.” Africa stood a lot to lose 

if the Congo could not be maintained through their support for Congolese Prime Minister Patrice 

Lumumba. The Congo had always been an area of great mineral wealth and that is why two 

weeks after proclaiming independence “Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba was faced with both a 

nationwide mutiny by the army and a secessionist movement in the province of Katanga 

bankrolled by Western mining interests.”54 

Nasser “pledged unstinted Egyptian help in sustaining the newly independent Congolese 

Government of Patrice Lumumba against the attempts of the ‘imperialist powers.”55 The Congo 

Crisis was an early test case for the Pan-Africanist movement in relation to how European 

powers would respond to decolonization. Nasser was aware of what was at stake even before 

African decolonization began in earnest. Writing in the The Philosophy of the Revolution Nasser 

cited the “violent struggle between the white colonizers and black natives for the possession of 

its inexhaustible resources.”56 Lumumba like Nkrumah, Nasser and other African leaders was a 

nationalist and like other nationalists in the Congo wanted genuine rights for ordinary people and 

independence as way of achieving such rights. The Congolese nationalist movement “espoused 
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the pan-African ideal of African unity and the Bandung principle of ‘positive neutralism’ or non-

alignment.”57  

Lumumba’s detainment and ultimate assassination by the Western-backed secessionist 

movement and army officials was an example of what Nasser feared most—isolation. Not having 

a bulwark of support within and without a country would lead to the Western Bloc’s ability to 

control and dominate smaller nations. Nasser could not resist getting involved in the Congo 

Crisis. Egypt was receiving over a billion dollars in aid from the United States over a six year 

period but the relationship between the two countries “steadily deteriorated as Egypt gave 

increasing support to the Congolese rebels against Mr. Tshombe’s government.”58According to 

historian Peter Mansfield Nasser “defiantly admitted that Egypt was sending arms to the 

Congolese rebels, proclaimed that it would continue to do so, and went on to tell the U.S. 

Ambassador to take a running jump at himself [the Arabic equivalent that he should go and drink 

the Mediterranean and/or also the Red Sea].”59 Another biography on Gamal Abdel Nasser, by 

British diplomat Anthony Nutting substantiates Mansfield’s assertion of Nasser’s commitment to 

Lumumba by adding at a certain juncture “among United Nations’ forces which had been sent to 

hold the ring, Lumumba could only count on the Egyptian detachment to support him, the other 

elements being either neutral or actively hostile.”60 To the degree that Egypt was involved with 

the Congo “[a]n estimated 300 million tons of military equipment, supplied largely by Algeria 

and the UAR [Egypt], were funneled through the Sudan to the Congolese rebels between Nov. 

1964 and mid-Jan. 1965.”61 The amount of attention and military aid provided by the Egyptian 
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government was a move on Nasser’s part to signal to African leaders his commitment to the 

struggle for African sovereignty and also his warning to Western powers that Egypt would fight 

them wherever the country had its interest. Egypt in the Congo said to the West just like the 

Middle East, Africa was now off limits. Nasser’s stature grew even more as an increasing threat 

to the West and enhanced his influence in the Third World and Africa. 

 Part of Lumumba’s undoing which necessitated his assassination was his call on the 

Soviet Union for assistance as the situation in the Congo spiraled out of control. French 

journalist Eric Rouleau explains that militant nationalist and anti-imperialist such as “…Gamal 

Abdul Nasser of Egypt, Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and the Congo’s Patrice Lumumba, among 

others” must be assigned with negative characteristics and “judged ‘unreasonable for defying the 

logic of homo occidentalis, in doing things outside the established norms and, above all, in 

harming the “vital interests of the free world”’.62  Writing on the Congo Crisis which became the 

first failed independent African state Nkrumah believes had the “independent states of Africa 

had been united, or had at least a joint military high command and a common foreign policy, an 

African solution might have been found for the Congo…unhindered by any non-African 

interference.”63 Not long after the Organization of African Unity was created to deal with 

economic, international and military issues concerning the African continent. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RADIO CAIRO, THE VOICE OF PAN AFRICANISM 

The impact of revolt in Kenya was significant throughout Africa and especially in Egypt. 

Before Nasser began his partnership with Nkrumah in their decolonization efforts in Africa his 

first attention was on Kenya. Consider in July of 1953 Egypt launched its radio service, The 

Voice of the Arabs, for Egyptians and the Arab world. Exactly one year later in July of 1954 

Egypt became the first Arab country to broadcast in Swahili, one of the main languages spoken 

in Kenya. Writing on Egyptian broadcast in Africa Mohamed Fayek states, “Egypt started by 

establishing the Voice of Africa, which broadcast in Swahili along the same lines as the Voice of 

the Arabs and was addressed to Kenya and the rest of East Africa, in the wake of the Mau Mau 

events and the arrest of the Kenyan leader Jomo Kenyatta.”64 According to Fayek the reaction to 

the broadcasts were “fascinating,” causing protest of the British Embassy in Cairo based on 

reports coming from Kenya.65 Again this was another way for Nasser to promote and support 

another liberation movement outside of Egypt’s revolution in a sign of things to come. Later 

when Ahmed Ben Bella of Algeria came to Cairo to seek aid from Nasser part of that aid was the 

use of their radio to communicate with Algerians in mass since “however imprudent it might be, 

it was Nasser’s policy to support nationalism in its fight against oppression whether in the 

Middle East, North Africa or Black Africa.”66 

To communicate with the Arab circle Nasser spoke of in The Philosophy of the 

Revolution he set out to establish a powerful radio broadcast network. “Through broadcasting, 

Egypt could communicate with all colonized countries across the artificial barriers imposed by 
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colonialism.”67 The development of the radio along with technological advancement in 

transmitting power and the increasing availability to ordinary citizens made radio a dominant 

force in politics and propaganda.  

Early on Nasser wanted to develop Egypt’s radio programming to reach the Arab world 

and break into the West’s influence they had on Middle Eastern countries in their ability to shape 

political events and the actors involved. By doing this “[T]he Voice of the Arabs radio initiative 

was a ‘nationalist project aimed at helping Arabs turn the page of colonial occupation and 

division of their nation into small entities and build a better common future’ and ‘played a 

pioneering role in radio journalism in the region that wen hand in hand with Egypt’s leading 

political role under Nasser.’”68 Radio Cairo became the voice for Arabs and later Africans. 

Beginning first with a desire to spread the influence of the Nasser regime in Egypt, The Voice of 

the Arabs radio program was the most prominent instrument known to the Arab world in the last 

century….”69 British diplomat Anthony Nutting’s biography Nasser describes Nasser’s motives 

behind the launch of Voice of the Arabs as a bitter resentment towards the British which dated 

back to his years as a youth and an officer in the Egyptian army because “he could not abide the 

kind of domination and humiliation to which Egypt was then subjected by the British” and the 

Egyptian monarch treated “as a puppet, down to the ordinary private soldier who called the 

Egyptians ‘wogs’ and ridiculed the King in public….”70 For this reason—to go along with his 

staunch anti-imperialist stance—Nutting believes Nasser began to involve himself in African 

affairs the first major anti-colonial battle taking place in Kenya which predated the Bandung 
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Conference and had been an active war going back to 1952 the year of the Egyptian Revolution 

and continued through 1954 the year Nasser assumed the role of president of Egypt. The Voice of 

Africa in 1954 was not only to alert the world of the indignities of the British in Kenya or to 

show solidarity with Kenya but also to “arouse the African inhabitants of Britain’s East African 

colonies.”71 This is very likely when assessing how Voice of the Arabs spent a lot of time going 

after Arab leaders when their seemed to be a lack of commitment or no priority to the Arab 

nationalism that Nasserism looked to establish. When the Prime Minister of Iraq informed 

Nasser that he could not depend on Arabs to support Iraq in his decision to accept the British 

Baghdad Pact, Nasser used the airwaves to “broadcast a call to Arabs everywhere to follow 

Egypt’s example and throw off the yoke of foreign occupation. ‘You brother with the bowed 

head in Iraq, brother on the outskirts of Palestine, in Jordan and in North Africa, you must 

remember the past two years…you will then raise your head in pride and dignity. Iraq…will be 

liberated by the liberation of Egypt…. Raise your head now, my brother, for victory has been 

won for you by your Egyptian Arabs.’”72 The colonization of sub-Saharan Africa was the ideal 

situation for Nasser to establish his ideology since all the territories were subjugated and the 

masses of those subjugated wanted liberation. It didn’t hurt that Nasser’s vision of a new world 

was akin to the utopia Africans were beginning to visualize due to the spread of Pan Africanism. 

Nationalist propaganda was promoted even in Ethiopia, “whose Emperor Haile Selassie 

complained bitterly that the Moslem minority in his country was being incited to revolt against 

their Christian rulers.”73 For all his efforts to promote Pan Arabism to throw off the yoke of 

Western imperialism his intentions were viewed with suspicion by some in the Arab world.      
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Cairo broadcast in many African languages like Swahili and Hausa. Ali Sultan Issa’s 

uncle having a program on Radio Cairo Sauti ya Uhuru wa Afrika (Voice of the African People). 

He claimed everybody in East Africa who spoke Swahili listened to the program as they did in 

Zanzibar cafes.74 Radio Cairo broadcast Voice of the Arabs and Voice of Africa. Suleiman Malik 

was an announcer on Voice of the African People and remembered Nasser’s advisor on African 

Affairs had no influence over the programming of the Voice of Africa. As an example “Nasser 

appeared ‘surprised and sympathetic’ in 1963 at the request of Kenyan Government officials to 

rein in Cairo’s Somali broadcasts, which inflamed Somali irredentism toward Kenya’s Northern 

Frontier District.”75 With free reign on programming opportunities granted for nationalist this 

enabled them to communicate with their countrymen from a safe distance and help to bring 

awareness to issues within their home country, in Cairo, Africa and the outside world. From 

Cairo Africans were able to speak in a manner they never could in their colonized homeland. 

Consider “[t]he vivid language of invective directed against British colonial interests was the 

most striking aspect of Radio Cairo’s Swahili broadcasts. The revelation of using the words 

‘dogs’ and ‘pigs’ to describe British officials was the most powerful and memorable aspect of 

Radio Cairo’s invective.”76 The language used to speak out against the British, Americans and 

other colonizers was harsh because the propaganda by the Western media dominated the 

international influence and was used to keep Africans subjugated and Nasser demonized. The 

British press sensationalized accounts of the Mau Mau using such language as “terrorism” and 

“savagery” to describe their actions against the frightened European settlers and “enlightened” 
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and “heroic” British forces.77 Nasser fared no better being compared to Adolf Hitler to being 

considered a puppet of the Soviet Union. 

The success of Radio Cairo helped to further establish Nasser’s influence not just in 

Africa but on the international scene. This success enhanced the power of Egypt among African 

nationalist. As an informal ally with many socialist states, “[t]he [Eastern] bloc sought to catch 

up, substantially ramping up its own African outreach, and assisting the new states’ efforts to 

build communications infrastructure.”78 Throughout this process the building of infrastructure 

help to solidify the independence of the African countries which put something in their hands 

they could control and begin to advance one of the core tenets of the pan-African doctrine: self-

determination. Eastern Bloc states Czechoslovakia and Poland assisted Guinea build their radio 

station; East Germany sold Ghana a printing plant; Algeria built a radio network that had the 

power to reach West Africa; and Nkrumah began to broadcast his Voice of Africa. The United 

States Information Agency “‘expected [it] to be audible throughout the continent [and to] 

expound…Pan-African liberation and political unification. The radio service shared a name not 

only with a print publication (one of fifteen Accra produced) but also with Nasser’s new 

programming launched the next month.”79 The importance of the printing plant cannot be 

undervalued when compared to this time of building radio network. While towers were built and 

able to transmit frequencies only Cairo had the strength to broadcast to areas beyond its regional 

area initially. To get information to the southern parts of Africa the dominant form of 

communication was still print material. When discussing how he and his countrymen spread the 

word of liberation throughout South West Africa, Sam Nujoma also included the role of outside 
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assistance writing “The idea of African liberation was spread also by publications like Ghana 

Today, which we read and passed around, and it politically enlightened us.”80 Under Nkrumah’s 

guidance Ghana Today “informed the rest of the world about the large areas of Africa that were 

still under colonialism.”81 

Mass technology was an important signifier of post-colonial authority against colonizers 

because it allowed African governments to communicate with the citizenry as a nationalist voice 

in ways that had never been allowed before. As Nasser used Radio Cairo to offset negative 

propaganda campaigns by the West and to criticize his enemies while promoting Egyptian and 

Arab nationalism, African leaders used communication technology to promote nationalist aims 

also as a way to gain influence. Mass technology was one of the early developments of African 

nations, aware of its development as a symbol of modernization and its unifying power. The 

emphasis on mass technology of reaching large audiences indicates Africans were well aware of 

the importance of controlling influence against the presence of outsiders and mobilizing citizens. 

It also indicates the increase of Africans in urban populations, a restriction imposed on Africans 

during colonization especially in settler colonies. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ORGANIZING AROUND SOLIDARITY 

The distinguishing factor between the rise of African nationalism and Nasser’s 

involvement with the movement and the stalling of Arab nationalism was the creation of various 

organizations aimed at making the ideas of Pan-Africanism concrete. Along with the Bandung 

Conference, Nasser and Nkrumah came together to help found the Non-Aligned Movement in 

1961 for Third World countries choosing not to formally align themselves with Western or 

Eastern blocs during the Cold War. To remain neutral and protect their sovereignty was also an 

attempt to secure themselves against imperialism and colonialism. These international Bandung 

conference was important for Nkrumah because he was able to combine his experience 

organizing the Fifth Pan African Congress with knowledge of how to create and lead solidarity 

conferences in Africa. In the spring of 1958 the Conference of Independent African States met in 

Accra, Ghana. All independent countries of Africa at the time (Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Liberia, 

Libya, Morocco, Sudan and Tunisia) attended where they resolved to recognize Algeria’s 

National Liberation Front as a revolutionary faction fighting France for independence. They also 

emphasized African unity in practice by forming a special African group among African 

ambassadors at the U.N. Africans meeting to resolve African issues on the continent was a sign 

of progress for Nkrumah expressing in Africa Must Unite about the Conference “I felt that at last 

Pan-Africanism had moved to the African continent where it really belonged. Free Africans were 

actually meeting together, in Africa, to examine and consider African affairs. The African 

personality was making itself known.”82  Later that year Nkrumah launched the All-African 

People’s Conference—again in Accra—this time attended by twenty-eight countries, most still 
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colonies. The importance of the All-African People’s Conference for Sam Nujoma (head of the 

South West Africa People’s Organization (SWAPO) that was in a struggle with South Africa for 

the independence of Namibia) lie in the affirmation that the “fundamental moral right of Africans 

to engage in all means of resistance against the foreign colonial powers, including armed 

struggle.”83 Sam Nujoma leader of the SWAPO liberation movement and future first president of 

Namibia gives important insight to the value of the conferences beyond resolutions passed. For 

example in 1961 the Third All-African People’s Conference was held in Cairo, Egypt hosted by 

Nasser where Nujoma was able to meet representatives from other African liberation 

movements. And yet that was not all who he came in contact with as he recalls meeting a 

representative from the Yugoslav Government that led to a trip to Yugoslavia where a meeting 

with President Josip Broz Tito led to the authorization “necessary assistance.”84 Nkrumah and 

Nasser’s involvement in international conferences had the added benefit of international 

mobilization from Third World countries for colonized African countries. As Nujoma wrote 

about President Tito: “Tito, being a revolutionary himself who fought against Nazi Germany, 

clearly understood what was meant by oppression of a people by a foreign power.”85 

 

Organization of African Unity  

The crown jewel of organizational efforts in Africa was in the creation of the 

Organization of African Unity. The OAU gave African governments an organization and 

framework to unite by which to deal with continental African issues. Egypt served as one of the 

thirty-two charter nations and hosted the second OAU summit in Cairo with Nasser serving as 
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chairperson. With the formation of the OAU African nations could consolidate their power over 

African affairs and gradually take over the role Egypt played in dispersing aid across the 

continent which was not anything new to Africans; for example Ghana agreed to lend newly 

independent Guinea $10 million in an effort to stabilize their economy.86 Egypt had taken the 

initiative of opening political offices serving as United Nations of Africa “to establish 

connections between each African liberation movement in its own country, and Egypt—which 

was the movement’s major source of aid.”87 In Cairo delegates from African nations could 

communicate freely and continue to come in contact with countries outside of Africa to 

potentially increase the aid already being received from Egypt or other African countries. With 

the OAU recognized as the premiere organization in Africa dealing with African politics, 

Nasser’s Egypt benefitted too with the ability to sway influence in areas strategic to Egypt’s 

interest like the continent maintaining cordial relations with the Eastern Bloc, which was 

increasingly needed as Nasser’s roving involvement in international affairs usually found him at 

odds with the Western Bloc.  

 Nasser had already had experience in a nationalist organization for Arabs known as the 

Arab League Since becoming the President of Egypt he had more leverage to exert influence in 

through the Arab League. His agenda in the Arab League was purely anti-imperialist and Arab 

unity. He attempted to use his influence to dissuade Arab countries from involving in anything 

that jeopardized Arab unity or any country’s sovereignty. His involvement with Arab regional 

conflicts continued to include countries involved with the United States or the British. For this 

reason when Nasser got involved with the OAU non-alignment was a principle Nasser insisted  
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be included in the charter.88 The combined effects of the Organization of African Unity and the 

international attention of the decolonization movement was that it gave spotlight to many 

African leaders. Beyond Presidents Gamal Abdel Nasser and Kwame Nkrumah leaders such as 

Jomo Kenyatta (Kenya), Nelson Mandela (South Africa) and Sam Nujoma (Namibia) became 

internationally recognized revolutionaries as did the plight of the Africans in their respective 

countries.  

 

Julius Nyerere and PAFMECSA 

There was one however that would join the ranks of Nasser and Nkrumah with his 

commitment to Pan-Africanism in both words and actions, the first president of Tanganyika 

(Tanzania) Julius Nyerere. Tanzania was the first East African country to gain independence and 

due to its proximity to southern Africa it served the region’s liberation movements as Ghana did 

in West Africa and as Egypt did throughout the continent. President Nyerere’s belief in Pan-

Africanism played an important role in the formation of PAFMECSA (Pan-African Freedom 

Movement of East, Central and Southern Africa). As in Cairo, Dar-es-Salaam—the capital of 

Tanzania—opened offices for the many liberation movements that covered the PAFMECSA’s 

region and Nyerere insisted that these movements gain recognition by the Organization of 

African Unity which made available resources in their liberation struggles. As the voice for 

southern Africa were Tanzania stood as an outpost for independence in East Africa Nyerere’s 

voice echoed the many sentiments of Kwame Nkrumah. As a dedicated Pan-Africanist Nyerere 

saw Tanzania’s independence meaningless if the rest of Africa particularly southern and central 

Africa remained colonized. And like Nasser, Nyerere understood isolation gave Western powers 
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their bargaining chip to recolonize. On to that point Nyerere asked “if the African peoples of 

South Africa and Rhodesia have no human right to govern themselves, then what is the basis of 

Tanzania’s existence, of Zambia’s, of Kenya’s, and so on?89 

 Julius Nyerere firmly believed in armed struggle and in addition to providing a building 

for the OAU’s Liberation Committee which was responsible for the aid provided to African 

countries he also offered a military base for liberation armies to train in Tanzania. Any anti-

colonial work was especially dangerous in southern Africa considering the stronghold the British 

had on the region and any wave of independence was going to be met with force as was the case 

with Zambia which after gaining independence President Kenneth Kaunda followed the actions 

of President Nyerere by providing a military base for liberation movements. Once South Africa 

was made aware of this Zambia’s capital was bombed on several occasions. The spirit of Pan-

Africanism was planted firmly in President Kaunda because he “assisted the freedom fighters 

from Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) when Ian Smith’s planes destroyed the bridge and even 

attacked Lusaka itself.90 The examples in southern Africa tell of the determination of President 

Nyerere and President Kaunda to not waver in their commitment to African unity through 

support. In the sub-continent Tanzania and Zambia had to work especially hard since neither 

Egypt nor Ghana was as close to reach out to for support. The British ceded independence to 

their holdings in East and West Africa throughout the 1960s however they were intent to 

maintain control over their southern territories. African National Independence did not reach 

Mozambique until 1975; Zimbabwe, 1979; Namibia, 1990; and South Africa, 1994. Tanzania 

and Zambia served as staunched outpost of African liberation in the most staunched area of 
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African colonization. Lusaka was bombed so much and their borders blockaded they ultimately 

linked with Tanzania to build the Tanzania-Zambia Railway line (TAZARA). With assistance 

from the Chinese in the cost and constructing of the railway line this “strengthened the resistance 

against Ian Smith. They had, through their co-operation, successfully countered the white 

minority regimes in Angola and Mozambique under the Portuguese, Southern Rhodesia under 

British colonialists, and South West Africa under apartheid South African occupation.”91 

 

Assistance in the Liberation Movement 

One of the important components to the Organization of African Unity was the African 

Liberation Committee which was formed to assist liberation movements in southern Africa. The 

OAU’s coordinating committee’s headquarters was in Dar-es-Salaam. Again the emphasis was to 

render support from Africa and beyond. With Egypt serving as one of the nine countries on the 

committee other outside countries lent support. Countries such as China and the Soviet Union 

lent assistance and “anti-apartheid movements in Europe and the Americas, especially the 

Caribbean countries” participated in rendering assistance.92 Despite the efforts of the Non-

Aligned Movement’s efforts to remain neutral in the Cold War avoidance was made impossible 

due to the enormous influence and wealth of the Western and Eastern powers. To say the Eastern 

powers is to really speak of the Soviet Union. One of the great abilities Nasser was his ability to 

play the United States and Soviet Union against one another while remaining neutral and at the 

same time working with either side when it suited his interest. One of his interest with the Soviet 

Union was the funding and repairs to the Aswan Dam in Egypt. As Egyptian interest wavered 
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back and forth so did the support that trickled down to the rest of Africa from the Eastern and 

Western Blocs.  

At the third All-African People’s Conference held in Cairo Nasser assured SWAPO 

leader Sam Nujoma that if members could make it to Cairo they would receive military training. 

Nasser kept his word and a year later SWAPO sent their first group of men to Egypt for training. 

“They were trained in guerrilla warfare tactics and given regular army training with small 

weapons and heavy weapons, as well as marine training, parachuting, hand-to-hand combat and 

military topography.”93 Egypt would be the ideal training destination for liberation movements 

looking for combat training considering the president of the country was once a colonel in the 

army and led a successful coup to gain power and who’s military was constantly in training for 

war with neighboring foe Israel.  

Military training was not all Egypt provided. In fact, Egypt was the first state in the world 

to supply African liberation movements with weapons for use in armed resistance against 

imperialism and racism on the continent.” Egypt provided so much aid to liberation movements 

that sometimes “aid was given to more than one movement in the same region.”94 The ability to 

supply arms to the many liberation movements was Egypt’s relationship with the Eastern bloc. 

These were the same connections Egypt wanted Africa to gain for moments like resistance to 

colonization. Consider Egypt’s supply of military aid was made possible “following the 1955 

arms deal with Czechoslovakia, which left a large stockpile of British-made weapons and 

ammunition—now no longer needed—available for distribution to African liberation 

movements.”95 The deal worked well for Egypt since “no suspicions were raised about Egyp’s 
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role in supplying the since they could have been smuggled from British colonies in Africa.”96 

What stands out most about the generosity of the Egyptian government during this time is the 

apparent sincerity of their actions. On the surface it would appear obvious that arming Africans 

to end colonialism would have the intended purpose of Nasser’s government agitating the 

Western powers in their quest to maintain control in Africa. This was nothing new for the time 

during the Cold War when proxy wars were much more common than the possibility of the 

United States and the Soviet Union going to war. Egypt stood a lot to lose even with the backing 

of the Soviet Union.  

 

Cairo, the Revolutionary Capital 

Another source of assistance Egypt provided for African nations were the many 

opportunities that Cairo offered Egyptians, Arabs and Third World countries. Cairo, the capital 

of Egypt was very cosmopolitan and was part of Nasser’s vision of Egyptian nationalism serving 

as the model for Arab nationalism. At the same time Egypt would lead the Arab world, Cairo 

would serve as the capital of non-aligned, Third World nationalism. A cadre of delegates and 

world leaders would visit Cairo to network or come in search of advice, favors or refugee. In his 

memoirs Zanzibar nationalist Ali Sultan Issa recalled living in Cairo and as function of his stay 

on behalf of the Zanzibar Nationalist Party he was to get support for the ZNP among the foreign 

delegations in Cairo. The names Issa listed as having embassies in Cairo were the socialist 

nations China, North Korea, Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union.97    
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Cairo was also a desirable place due to the opportunities it gave young revolutionaries 

and students. The Egyptian capital became a destination where liberation movements sent 

soldiers to learn how to fight and students to learn how to build. As mentioned before SWAPO 

sent its soldiers to Egypt to learn guerilla warfare tactics. This was made possible because Nasser 

approved it but also because he offered the tickets for the soldier to get to Egypt as well. The 

Egyptian Government also offered scholarships to students around the continent. In the case of 

Zanzibar Ali Sultan Issa estimates there were a hundred Zanzibaris studying in Cairo in 1960. 

However once the Zanzibar Revolution began in 1964 he believes the total went as high as 800.98 

Issa was in Cairo as a delegate for the Zanzibar Nationalist Party at the same time large numbers 

of students were studying there and that was by design. The fusion of intellectual and 

revolutionary thought would heighten the awareness of colonization on the continent and allow 

delegates and students alike to get acquainted with each other and “form an African framework 

embracing all these [liberation] movements and emphasizing the concept of a total African 

revolution against colonialism and imperialism”99 For author Mohamed Fayek “Cairo thus 

became the first capital in Africa.”100 It’s hard to argue against that point considering the 

political, financial, educational and military support offered by the Egyptian Government with 

free use of their airwaves. This assertion is backed by George Houser, an American activist for 

the independence of African nations. In 1958 he attended the first All-African People’s 

Conference in Ghana as a member of the American Committee on Africa. In his report on the 

Conference he summarized the meaning of the Conference and one of his conclusions included: 

Accra vs. Cairo. In the background of the Conference there was an obvious competition 
between Nasser and Nkrumah (Cairo and Accra) as a base for nationalist expression on 
the continent. A year ago the Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Council was organized in 
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Cairo. The Soviet Union and Communist China both are active participants in this 
Council, which has a permanent secretariat. In many ways, Cairo has attempted to 
become the headquarters for nationalist expression in Africa. Radio Cairo beams its 
messages in many languages to all parts of the continent. Egypt puts up most of the 
budget for the Solidarity Council. And various elements in nationalist movements have 
been urged to set up headquarters in Cairo. So far representatives of groups in the 
Cameroons, Kenya, Uganda, and Algeria have offices there. Leaders from other parts of 
the continent are being urged to visit Cairo, expenses paid.101 
 
Perhaps Nasser “was encouraged by Sekou Toure and others…to believe that the newly 

independent Black African state not only wanted to be united among themselves, but were also 

looking to Cairo for leadership.”102   

 

Africans Take the Reign 

 Mohamed Fayek writes in The Arabs & Africa the Egyptian role in the OAU was to give 

a base by which Africans could gradually take over the various aid programs Egypt dispersed 

across the continent and that’s what happened mainly through the OAU’s Liberation 

Committee.103 When a group of Namibians kidnapped by Boers were rescued by airlift it was all 

financed by the Liberation Committee Fund. While SWAPO fighters gained military training in 

Egypt the first weapons Namibians received came from Algeria. These examples prove that the 

philosophy of African unity was connecting in theory based on the pan-African doctrine and in 

action as exhibited by Nasser and his government.   

Another example of how the Liberation Committee worked was by its ability to get 

petitions heard at the United Nations with international support. The Committee passed forward 

Resolution 2145 on behalf of Namibians by gaining the approval of the OAU Heads of State and 
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Governments and then taking the resolution to the United Nations General Assembly via the 

Non-aligned Movement Summit. The Resolution recalled earlier established World Court 

supervisory powers that among other things: “Reaffirmed that the people of South West Africa 

had the inalienable right to self-determination, freedom and independence; Declared that South 

Africa had failed to ensure the moral and material well-being and security of the indigenous 

inhabitants and had in fact disavowed the mandate”; and “Established a 14-member Ad Hoc 

Committee for South West Africa to recommend practical means by which the Territory should 

be administered, so as to enable the people to achieve independence.”104 Resolution No. 2145 

voted on by the UN General Assembly was voted 114 to 2 in favor of terminating the mandate.  

 When it came to military support the OAU understood the importance of arms. Though 

most African countries had gained independence without violence such as Ghana the notion that 

arms and violence was a part of the liberation process was not lost on the Liberation Committee. 

This was certainly true because even before its formation the Congo had erupted in Civil War 

and provided a glimpse into the future of the fortunes of many African nations. Egypt was not 

alone on the continent in assisting Patrice Lumumba against the factions wanting to split the 

Congo. Nkrumah too offered assistance as Egypt had.  Kofi B. Hadjor emphasizes Nkrumah’s 

understanding of the high stakes in the Congo.  Like his Egyptian counterpart, Nkrumah sent 

“battalions of Ghanaian troops and a group of engineers and doctors were promptly dispatched to 

the Congo.105  Hadjor’s best contribution to the Lumumba affair is in capturing Nkrumah’s Pan-

African sentiment of what was going on.  He writes “Lumumba was a close co-thinker of 

Nkrumah and also a committed Pan-Africanist.”106  Nkrumah knew Lumumba’s demise would 
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set the movement back and when Lumumba was ultimately murdered and combined with “the 

complicity of a number of African puppet regimes…indicated that unity was still an elusive 

dream.”107     
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CHAPTER 6 

THE ECONOMICS OF INDEPENDENCE 

Decolonization was the effort to remove the political and social domination of Europe 

over Africa. But decolonization too had another aim: to break away from economic dependence 

on Europe and re-orient their economies away from European exploitation of mineral resources 

and cash crop revenues. Even though many African leaders looked to Nasser for strategic access 

to political independence, connecting with Nasser on a political scale meant that African leaders 

were likely to be influenced by the way he ran his country from an economic standpoint.  Many 

of the OAU nations adopted what came to be known as “African socialism,” emulating Nasser’s 

economic style. In a joint statement on socialism with Algerian leader Ben Bella, Nasser stated 

“‘Socialism’ was the ‘only way to establishment of healthy democracy’.”108 To add to that author 

William Ackah writes, “The impact of the Second World War on Europe and the world was the 

crucial catalyst for the movement towards co-operation amongst nation states in the modern era. 

Nationalism has been and is still a potent ideology in almost all parts of the world but it has not 

prevented the steady drift towards regionalism and supranationality which has emerged as a 

prominent feature of the political map of the post Second Word War era.109 Whether it’s Pan-

Arabism or Pan-Africanism or any type of nationalism the objective is to have some sort of co-

operation with someone you have common interest with. The superpowers of the Cold War era 

did the same thing and with there being more Third World countries than superpowers the 

concept of socialism as an economic model didn’t sound far-fetched. Socialism was very 

attractive in the push towards modernization because of the state control of industry rather than 

the risk of private ownership of raw materials that could cause problem like in the case of the 
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Congo. Socialism was the economic model of Pan Africanism and a suitable alternative to 

Western capitalism. 

 

Ghana’s Scientific Socialism 

Like Nasser, Nkrumah took to nationalizing banks and major industries.  Nasser’s 

economic philosophy was named Arab socialism while Nkrumah cobbled together as many state-

controlled policies as he was able to do, using the term “African socialism”.  The dilemma he 

and the rest of Africa faced was the fact that the opportunities to establish genuine capitalist 

economies had been closed off by circumstance.  The Western world had used the opening of the 

lands of the Western Hemisphere and the extraordinary profitability of the Trans Atlantic Slave 

Trade to create the capital accumulation necessary for industrialization.  Twentieth-century 

Africa had no such “advantage”.    

Ghana established development plans over a capped number of years where goals looked 

to be met as far as improvements within the country where then a new plan would be put in 

place. As an example The Second Five-year plan Development plan aimed to increase “a 

standard of living which will abolish disease, poverty, illiteracy, give our people ample food and 

good housing….110” Those goals for the Ghanaian people were sincere the chief objective for the 

development plans was for sustainable industrialization. The model for this socialist approach 

was put in place by the Soviet Union who’s continued Five Year Plans aimed at achieving rapid 

industrialization. The Soviets built infrastructure to protect itself from the threat of invasion and 

war and when the time approached they were prepared to conduct battle as in the example of 

World War II which resulted in them becoming a superpower. Although Ghana was never going 
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to become a world superpower, a stabilized economy and a stabilized forced in Africa and the 

ability to thwart economic challenges from outside countries was enough for the West African 

nation.  

Perhaps it was pan-Africanist activist Ras Makonnen that observed Ghana’s economic 

outcome best. Having lived in Ghana in the early post-colonial years he became the Director of 

the African Affairs Centre. On one end he saw money being wasted by the government: 

In fact some of us thought that we should have delayed opening any embassy abroad until 
such time as African states came together in some way, and they could have common 
diplomatic premises abroad. But Ghana’s dignity came first. So we paid out something 
like £100,000 in Israel for property that was only worth £60,000; in Washington we paid 
perhaps half a million for something worth £200,000; and in West Germany and Paris it 
was the same story. Then, of course, once other states began to open embassies in Ghana, 
it was felt necessary to reciprocate.111  
 
Even though Nkrumah applied socialism to Ghana he did allow for small scale 

capitalism. But as Makonnen pointed out, “Compared to their European counterparts African 

enterprise was under-capitalized, and had no equivalents of the great Company Acts which 

allowed the English to establish joint stock companies with shared capital.”112 For Ghana, author 

T. Peter Omari defined Nkrumaism as “socialism adapted to conditions in Africa and African 

tradition.”  Later he added context to the seemingly shared philosophy of socialist doctrine of 

African nations by addressing differences in Ghana.  Acknowledging their British colonial past 

and the remaining expatriate firms that engaged in foreign exchange and contributed to the 

economy and employed Ghanaians, the Ghanaian government allowed for private firms “as long 

as private capital is not allowed to exploit the material and human resources to the detriment of 

our people as whole….”113 Colonization like slavery took its toll on natural and human resources 
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in the drive to maximize profits. Like the depopulation of the continent through the Atlantic and 

Arab slave trade, millions were severely injured and killed as a result of hazardous mining and 

earth tilling practices. 

 

The Arusha Declaration of Tanzania 

To add a third approach to socialism Tanzania president Nyerere added a religious 

component to the economic system of debate saying “Equality of all people before God is the 

basis of each of the world’s religions.  It is also the basis of socialism.”114  Having a strong 

government was critical because the imperialist nations hoped to maintain power by creating 

economically dependent African nations which would allow them to continue control of the 

mineral wealth in the country.  Writing based on personal experience president Nyerere noted 

having been in contact and given more than ten million pounds by the People’s Republic of 

Chinese both Western politicians and the press were scrutinizing his country “examining us 

through microscopes to see whether we have been…‘contaminated by these contacts.”115 It was 

apparent to Nyerere that Western capitalists did not like the idea of other countries financially 

involving themselves with their former colonies delaying their plans to set up situations that 

would cause economic dependence.  

 Eventually Tanzania undertook the Arusha Declaration as their official policy on state 

socialism.  Like Nasser before using Arab socialism as a way to strengthen ties within Egypt and 

the larger Arab world, Ujamaa, the Swahili term meaning socialism in its economic expression, 

was put in place to protect Tanzania from “not importing a foreign ideology into Tanzania and 
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trying to smother our distinct social patterns with it.”116 Economic nationalism was another 

expression of sovereignty. Nyerere’s outlook on the Arusha Declaration was Tanzania’s way of 

exerting independence over its economic affairs and deciding “to secure majority ownership in 

these industries because they are key points in our economy, and because we believe that they 

should therefore be under the control of Tanzania.”117  

Socialism was a vehicle by which states could control the economic affairs of their 

country. Having to build an economy from much of nothing due to colonialism, socialism would 

seem the ideal route because capitalism would instantly open the opportunities for private 

foreign investment and outside control. At least with socialism Africans were making an 

assertion that they were capable of controlling the means of production that was required to 

stabilize the well-being of a country. Africans used the Egyptian model of socialism but 

structured it to a form that suited their country’s need with the same message of uniting 

economically to keep out foreign economic dependency.    
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CHAPTER 7 

PAN AFRICANIST AND THIRD WORLD SOLIDARITY IN AMERICA 

In 1963 Nation of Islam National Representative Malcolm X was interviewed at the 

University of California at Berkeley and was asked why had the Nation of Islam received 

tremendous support from the black community in Harlem over the last decade. Malcolm 

responded by saying the social, economic and political climate made black people more 

receptive to the Nation’s message. When asked what is nature of the situation causing such an 

affirmative reception Malcolm spoke of how black Americans had previously associated Africa 

as a “savage, jungle-like place” but after World War II and the creation of the United Nations 

“black people began to look at men like Tom Mboya, they began to look at men like Nkrumah, 

they began to see men like Lumumba, they began to see men like Nasser…who could exchange 

intellectually with whites on an international level in a political form and hold their own.”118 

Black liberation movements in the United States began to flourish at the same time 

decolonization began spreading through Africa. Black Americans looked to Africa for inspiration 

and hope while at the same time looked at themselves for self-determination and progress at 

home. Along the way there were some differences in the African diaspora movements but it was 

during this time that those that sought improvements in the lives of black people looked to up 

hold the ideas of Pan-Africanism. 

 

Third World in America 

 In America black people were influenced by the events taking place in Africa and in the 

Third World. The events abroad would shape the ideologies and actions of individuals and 
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organizations that sought harness the activity in Africa as they fought racial segregation and 

oppression in America. The Bandung Conference was greeted with much celebration in black 

America as it had in Africa. The Afro-Asian Conference ushered in a wave of decolonization that 

black people saw as a political awakening that had implications in America as much as on the 

African and Asian continents. Black radicals saw it “as a symbol of the kind of politics—of 

radical anticolonialism and self-determination—that furthered the commitment to human rights 

and freedom of expression.119 The Non-Aligned Movement was an act of political dissent that 

along with the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the Brown vs. Board of Education Supreme Court 

decision help to start the modern Civil Rights Movement in America.120 While Bandung cannot 

be attributed to the boycott nor the Supreme Court decision it did contribute to the resounding 

feeling that change was coming to Africa and African Americans and it ignited strong political 

action in America throughout the rest of the decade and into the next. As Africa entered into the 

international scene “black Americans looked to Africa—and the larger Third World—as partners 

in exerting pressure on a country determined, in a single-minded effort, to win the Cold War.”121 

And the problems in America were not lost on delegates at the Bandung Conference and at later 

conferences that would take place on African soil. For this “Secretary of State John Foster Dulles 

found himself forced to apologize to diplomats who found themselves discriminated against and 

to admit that discriminatory practices were ‘ruining our foreign policy.’”122 

 Prior to Bandung the Communist Party had made an impression on black radicals in 

America. However with the Cold War repression against Communist party members in America 
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was swift and left a void to be replaced with Pan Africanism. Ghanaian independence was met 

with enthusiasm in black America and Nkrumah hailed a hero as he “promised that Ghana would 

‘show the world’ that Africans could take the ‘lead in justice, tolerance, liberty, individual 

freedom and social progress.’”123 If political independence could be achieved in Africa it could 

be achieved in America and for many black radicals and moderates alike political opportunities 

in voting and holding office was what eluded black people which such opportunities could lead 

to controlling the politics of black people and change their lives. A year after Ghanaian 

independence Nkrumah toured America and was welcomed by over twenty thousand people 

during his Harlem tour.124 

 

Marcus Garvey 

Marcus Garvey served as the father of modern Pan-Africanism*125 throughout the 

African diaspora. The Jamaican born Garvey spent time in a number of countries where his 

experiences and those of African descent were the same: poor treatment and poor folks. From 

Harlem, New York Garvey created the largest black movement of the twentieth century with the 

United Negro Improvement Association and African Communities League (UNIA). Some of the 

general objectives of the UNIA included: To establish a Universal confraternity among the race; 

To promote the spirit of race pride and love; To strengthen the power of independent African 
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States; To establish Commissionaries [sic] of Agencies in the principal countries of the world for 

the protection of all Negroes, irrespective of nationality.”126 The Garvey movement spread across 

the United States and many countries around the world under the UNIA motto: “One God. One 

Aim. One Destiny.”127 Under this banner Garvey preached “A race without authority and power, 

is a race without respect.”128 As a matter of protecting Africa’s interest through Africans home 

and across the world he urged everyone “work towards the one glorious end of a free, redeemed 

and mighty nation.”129 

When Garvey arrived in America there were many local groups and at the national level 

the NAACP that spoke to the needs and desires of black Americans. Garvey’s appeal was based 

on liberation and that black people in America constituted a body of a larger global black 

community with a home that could free itself and return to a home that belong to them: Africa. In 

his plan for UNIA “[w]hat Garvey recognized was that the Old World and the New were 

inextricably linked: blacks throughout the Caribbean and the United States could never be fully 

free unless Africa itself was liberated. Pan-Africanism—belief in Africa’s ultimate political 

independence, and that of all colonial states in which blacks lived—was the essential goal.130 

Garvey’s message was Pan-Africanism and racial uplift as he informed the descendants of Africa 

“we are determined to solve our own problem, by redeeming our Motherland Africa from the 

hands of alien exploiters and found there a government, a nation of our own, strong enough to 
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lend protection to the members of our race scattered all over the world, and to compel the respect 

of the nations and races of the earth.”131 

There are a few similarities between the Garvey movement of the early twentieth century 

and the decolonization of Africa in the mid-twentieth century worth mentioning. First, Garvey’s 

movement received mass appeal after World War I just as the most memorable Pan African 

Congress met at the conclusion of World War II. World wars have a way of bringing about 

nation and world evaluation were nations of the world seek to make changes to avoid entering 

another war (sometimes at least on the surface). The same is true war bringing about self-

evaluation for black Americans who looked at World War I (and later World War II) as an 

opportunity to better their lives through geographical relocation and to advocate for better racial 

treatment. Although Garvey did not instigate war he certainly was advantageous of it by “the fact 

that U.N.I.A. was established in the U.S.A. in the midst of World War I, just as a large black 

population shift occurred from South to North, ex-servicemen returning to assume their rightful 

places as men/citizens…and city dwellers anxious to make it, it is not surprising that this 

movement grew in leaps and bounds.132  

Another way Garvey was able to relay his messages of Pan Africanism was through print 

by UNIA’s establishment of their paper the Negro World. Just as would be done later with 

Nasser and the Egyptian government with Radio Cairo, UNIA could control the message they 

wanted to present and cultivate the type of propaganda they saw fit for their aims and as an 

alternative to the press blacks and Africans around the world received from white and European 

controlled press that propagated negative stories and perceptions of Africans and African 

Americans. Garvey was a strong advocate of propaganda because he understood its potency to 
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work against non-white and Non-Europeans. Speaking on it Garvey said, “Propaganda has done 

more to defeat the good intentions of races and nations than even open warfare. Propaganda is a 

method or medium used by organized peoples to convert others against their will. We of the 

Negro race are suffering more than any other race in the world from propaganda—Propaganda to 

destroy our hopes, our ambitions and our confidence in self.”133 As an international organization 

UNIA carried news from around the world which kept millions of blacks worldwide informed 

about the strides made by UNIA members and descendants of Africa since the news was carried 

in English, French and Spanish.134  

The effect of Marcus Garvey and his movement would take shape and thrive decades 

later after the height of the movement in the 1920s. The principles Garvey espoused would later 

be acted on in America and the rest of the world especially in Africa through luminaries such as 

Kwame Nkrumah. Nkrumah, who received his college education in America, wrote “‘I think that 

of all the literature that I studied the book that did more than any other group to fire my 

enthusiasm was Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey, published in 1923.’” Henceforth 

Nkrumah would make extensive use of Garvey’s call for the creation of the United States of 

Africa.”135 President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) and a key figure 

in the Vietnam War had once lived in the United States and attended UNIA meetings which 

those meetings it is believed inspired him to write on the conditions of blacks in the United 

States for La Correspondence Internationale in 1924 that “It is well known that the black race is 

the most oppressed and most exploited of the human family…What everyone does not perhaps 

know, is that after sixty-five years of so-called emancipation, American Negroes still endure 
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atrocious moral and material sufferings, of which the most cruel and horrible is the custom of 

lynching….”136 And in America, Garvey’s message of self-determination and racial uplift would 

later reverberate in a religious organization headed by a former Garveyite and his most known 

and able follower whose parents were Garveyites. 

 

Elijah Muhammad and the Nation of Islam 

As the Pan-Africanist movement was in full swing on the continent of Africa, in America 

during the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s there was a growing number of black Americans 

turning to a religious sect known as the Nation of Islam (NOI). The Black Muslim movement as 

it was known in America blossomed during the era of civil rights demonstrations for equality and 

justice for black people. Under the leadership of Elijah Muhammad the Nation of Islam 

“preached a mélange of racial pride, personal discipline, and economic uplift as part of an 

unorthodox interpretation of the Islamic faith.”137   

Elijah Muhammad built his organization on the principles of black nationalism centered 

around religion. Muhammad’s primary focus was of a black nationalism that called for 

separation of the races and unity among the black race for purposes of economic self-sufficiency 

and independence of white people. While Garvey agitated for a return to Africa as a solution for 

black people, Muhammad pushed for land in America that could be used to feed and build a 

nation for blacks. In a 1959 speech Muhammad told his followers “he supported African 

independence from colonial rule, he warned audience members to get too caught up in 

decolonization movements thousands of miles away before securing their own freedom at home. 
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Specifically, Muhammad called for a place in the Western Hemisphere for African-Americans to 

establish an independent state.”138 Both objectives—Garvey and Muhammad—focused on 

unification and financial sustainability and were themes prevalent in Africa after independence 

became a reality. Economic development in Africa was for the purposes of truly being 

independent and in America it was at least a way of lessening the blow of daily racism and a 

form of resistance. To achieve a degree of financial independence and sustainability was a 

unifying force for the oppressed. While the religious dogma of the NOI may have been too much 

for black people in America, “Jim Crow was inescapable…[and] the Nation’s strategy of 

building all-black economic and social institutions in the face of implacable white hostility made 

sense to many.139 The economic success of NOI commercial ventures in fact may have been the 

reason Muhammad would later speak less about the NOI religious tenets and more “to the 

Garveyite thesis that a self-sustainable, all-black capitalist economy was a viable strategy” as a 

method increasing membership.”140 Garvey and Muhammad understood what decolonization 

would teach Africa the most important unifier is economic nationalism. 

Elijah Muhammad told his followers “I am Elijah of your Bible. I am the Muhammad of 

your Holy Quran. Not the Muhammad that was here near 1400 years ago. I am the one that the 

Holy Quran is referring to.”141 Since the NOI preached an unorthodox form of Islam compared to 

more traditional forms author Manning Marable of Malcolm X: A Life of Reinvention notes that 

the sect needed validation since the Nation did see its members as a part of the ummah—global 

family of Muslims—that at the time was several hundred million. For this the NOI “had much to 
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gain from recognition or even acknowledgment by major Muslim states, and Egypt.142 Even 

though Egypt is a Muslim state Marable designated Egypt apart from other Muslim countries 

recognizing the power and influence of the country under President Nasser. It is then not a 

stretch to conclude that Nasser’s single approval would carry more in value than the disapproval 

of every Islamic state in the Middle East. Elijah Muhammad knew this and concentrated on 

establishing a relationship with Nasser and Egypt early on and was invited by the Egyptian 

government to visit Cairo. While the Nation of Islam sought religious recognition from Nasser 

its aims did not differ much from Pan-Africanism in Africa in that it looked to Egypt while 

seeking independence from its oppressor (in this instance the American government) in its home 

country.  

Elijah Muhammad likely saw himself as the Nasser of America, leading his followers to a 

path of independence. As one of the architects of Egyptian independence and the nationalization 

of the Suez Canal that led to the ousting of the British and French, “Nasser’s Egypt was a rising 

star in 1959, and few other third-world countries had futures so seemingly bright.”143 In America 

Muhammad had endured a stint in federal prison and managed to build a religious sect that 

castigated America and white people with an emerging, charismatic national representative that 

increased membership, the Nation’s coffers, and most of all the world’s attention.  

When Elijah Muhammad visited Cairo in 1959 according to biographer Claude Andrew Clegg 

the visit would have had to have been prearranged with Egyptian officials.144 This would be 

certain since the trip’s most significant moment was the meeting between Nasser and 

Muhammad. According to Elijah Muhammad, Nasser greeted him in his palace embracing him 
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“like a father meeting his son”. In their meeting Nasser made several attempts at convincing the 

NOI leader to teach Islam to the people of French West Africa (an offer Muhammad turned 

down) with Nasser stating “These are the places where you need to spend your time…because 

America is not going to pay any attention to you.”145 

Nasser’s insisted that Muhammad focus his attention on French West Africa because he 

believed Islam would never be adopted by the majority of black people in America. Although 

they never met again Muhammad’s meeting “with the most popular man in the Islamic world 

was a propaganda coup of enormous proportions.”146 If Nasser never brought up the unorthodox 

teachings of the Nation of Islam this meant that he saw Muhammad as a staunch nationalist who 

shared a common foe: the United States government. The greeting Muhammad describes goes 

along with the accounts and actions of Nasser that welcomed many nationalist and 

revolutionaries to Cairo were Nasser was more concerned with a nationalist agenda rather than 

religious bent. 

 

Malcolm X 

In his position as national spokesman for the Nation of Islam Malcolm X made his first 

trip to Egypt as Elijah Muhammad’s emissary. Post-NOI Malcolm sought international ties with 

Africa to link the black American struggle with the Pan-Africanist movement. Malcolm’s travels 

abroad enlightened his views that the black American’s struggle for equality was limited if it was 

seen only an American problem therefore shifting to a Pan-Africanist ideology.  
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More than any other black prominent activist during the 1950s, Malcolm X lauded the 

Afro-Asian Conference as a watershed moment in America as much as Africa. As a minister in 

the Nation of Islam and its national representative Malcolm spoke almost daily about black 

nationalism—controlling all dimensions of the black community—and although the Conference 

was not a religious one the fact that a number of the nations represented were Muslim majority 

countries including Egypt in which Nasser walked away as the Third World leader only added to 

the brew Malcolm served his audiences as he mixed religion with politics in his salvation for 

black people in America. For Malcolm Bandung opened the possibilities of “unifying 

internationally and nationally with other African Americans and followers of Islam. Black 

leaders, Malcolm now urged, must ‘hold a Bandung Conference in Harlem.’”147 In Malcolm’s 

Message to the Grassroots speech he called on black people to look at Bandung as the model to 

unite over a common enemy: 

Some were communist, some were socialists, some were capitalists—despite their 
economic and political differences, they came together. All of them were black, brown or 
yellow. The number one thing that was not allowed to attend the Bandung [C]onference 
was the white man....And these people who came together didn’t have nuclear weapons, 
they didn’t have jet planes, they didn’t have all of the heavy armaments that the white 
man has. But they had unity….And when you and I here in Detroit and in Michigan and 
in America who have been awakened today look around us, we too realize here in 
America we all have a common enemy, whether he’s in Georgia or Michigan, whether 
he’s in California or New York. …So what we have to do is what they did. They agreed 
to stop quarreling among themselves.148 
 
As Africans flocked to Egypt for money, guns and military training, for Americans 

seeking Egyptian support the biggest offering Nasser’s government could give was a platform. 

This platform informed the world especially those on the African continent of what was taking 

place in America during the attempts of black people desegregate America. Speaking at the 
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African Summit Conference in Cairo, Egypt in 1964 Malcolm impressed to the audience of 

African leaders and delegates how the fate of black Americans and Africans were inextricably 

linked: 

We in America are your long-lost brothers and sisters, and I am here only to remind you 
that our problems are your problems. As the African-Americans “awaken” today, we find 
ourselves in a strange land that has rejected us, and, like the prodigal son, we are turning 
to our elder brothers for help. We pray our pleas will not fall upon deaf ears.149 
 
Malcolm attempted to follow the model of African leaders by creating the Organization 

of Afro-American Unity (OAAU) patterned after the Organization of African Unity. Having 

extensively studied the political currents in Africa and seeing the potential it possessed the 

OAAU’s purpose was black cooperation and advocate for human rights. It “was to provide a 

medium through which Americans of African descent, regardless of their socioeconomic or 

religious background, could coalesce to fight against the inhumane indignities allowed by the 

U.S. government.”150 The OAAU was also to serve as a vehicle which a coalition would be 

established between blacks and other in the African diaspora.  After his second tour of the 

Middle East and Africa which included stops in Cairo and Accra, Ghana the OAAU sought to 

address issues in America by unifying African Americans in an organizational structure for the 

common purpose of fighting for human rights as opposed to civil rights which was the case that 

had to be made Malcolm believed based on his travels abroad. In Malcolm’s memorandum to the 

second OAU meeting in Cairo he let the African heads of state know “there was an identity of 

purpose and interests between the Afro-Americans and the African peoples; that the Afro-

American problem was not just their problem or even an American problem but a world problem 
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that had to be resolved by the international community.”151 Julius Nyerere would express the 

same thinking as Malcolm when he told a conference “‘Let us make it quite clear…we oppose 

racial thinking.’ Pan-Africanism was part of a larger struggle for human rights that, although 

born out of racial oppression, was color-blind in its quest for social, political, and economic 

justice.”152 

Malcolm X was a transformative figure. Malcolm was around for Bandung and the first 

wave of African independence through the spirit of Pan-Africanism in the early 1960s. However, 

as the decade wore on, early optimism gave way to internal political strife, economic collapse 

and war. Although Malcolm X was assassinated in 1965 his last gift to his followers, particularly 

the young militants, was the blueprint for what would become known as Black Power which 

historian Manning Marable wrote Malcolm was its fountainhead.153 Political activist Stokely 

Carmichael (Kwame Ture) was credited with coining the phrase which is asserting control over 

one’s life and community with no compromise. Many leaders and activist that came of age in the 

Black Power Movement credited Malcolm as the vanguard of the Movement.    

 

Black Panther Party and Third World Ideology  

 The first group to make major head waves in black America after Malcolm’s 

assassination was the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense (BPP), founded in Oakland, 

California by Huey Newton and Bobby Seale. Beyond the guns, berets and leather jackets the 

Black Panthers were able to harness the energy of Malcolm through its connection to Third 

World politics. The Panthers continued in the black radical tradition of tying black America’s 
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fate to the conditions of Africa and the Third World. By the time of the BPP was created in 1966 

Africa was entrenched in Neo Colonialism and the escalation of the Vietnam War and 

American’s involvement in the war and subsequent military draft drew largely on black men 

from the ghettos of America. Third World politics was an unavoidable reality in white and 

especially black America. It was Huey Newton that called America a colony and as the picture of 

African independence and the Vietnam War grew more dim the BPP became more prominent 

and active in urban cities across America. 

 Third World politics in the Cold War era meant grassroots organizing in black America.  

Afro-Asian solidarity looked to vote as a bloc in the United Nations to control continental 

interest and issues. In America the BPP was dedicated to revolutionary politics. After a failed 

alliance with a white political liberal party Bobby Seale wrote in Seize the Time “Alliances with 

groups like Los Siete have worked out a lot better…because the brown American people are 

suffering from the same things black American people are. The Young Lords, a Puerto Rican 

gang that turned political, works in alliance with the Black Panther Party in Chicago in and New 

York. They’re suffering the same oppressive conditions that black people are subjected to.”154 

 As the Vietnam War raged on and revolutionary struggle in parts of Africa continued 

violence increased in America as well. On the difference between politics and war Huey Newton 

said, “Politics is war without bloodshed—and war is a continuation of politics, with 

bloodshed.”155 The politics of non-violence was never an option in the revolutionary struggle of 

the Third World or at the grassroots level the BPP operated on. As Martin Luther King was 

guided by the principles of Mahatma Gandhi’s non-violence enveloped in a Judeo-Christian 
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form, the Pan-Africanist/Third World struggle was not possible without violence. Even in Ghana 

and Tanzania were independence was granted without violence both Kwame Nkrumah and Julius 

Nyerere understood that it was unavoidable and had standing armies that had engaged in battle 

and trained other liberating forces. One of the important benefits of Nasserism to Africa from a 

militaristic standpoint was it supplied the African continent with arms.  

 As Egypt opened Africa up to Third World alliances and the Soviet Union those alliances 

were funneled into the Pan Africanist movement that introduced and (or in some instances) 

opened up Eastern/anti-imperialist philosophies to a broad range of black people in the United 

States. As China began to make a greater presence in Africa its influence was felt in America. 

The Black Panther Party and other black revolutionary groups patterned their approach to class 

and racial struggle in America by reading Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-Tung (also 

known as The Little Red Book) about preserving Communist ideology in China. One of the 

popular quotes from book is: “Every Communist must grasp the truth: Political power grows out 

of the barrel of a gun.”156 Taking his cue from the Red Book Huey informed journalist:  

the only way you can get rid of war, many times, is through a process of war, because 
war has been unjustly waged against us in our communities. Therefore…the only way 
you can get rid of guns is to pick up the gun and get rid of the guns of the professor. The 
people must be able to pick up guns, to defend themselves against all forms of 
aggression, all forms of racism—all forms of real racism.157 
 

As Huey made these comments liberation fronts were actively engaged in armed struggle for 

independence in Angola, Namibia, Mozambique, and Rhodesia (later known an Zimbabwe) in 

which China played a role in with military assistance. 
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 With the escalation of the FBI, state agencies and local police Panther Party members 

were under heavy surveillance, harassed, beaten and often killed. In 1969 after a five hour 

shootout between twelve Panthers and 300 Los Angeles SWAT members the Los Angeles Times 

ran a five-column headline that the “Black Panthers and police are fighting a battle in South-

Central Los Angeles that has shadows of an International Communist movement….”158 

Eventually as government and law enforcement crackdown of the Panthers increased many 

Panthers and other black radicals were exiled and found respite in Communist Cuba and the anti-

Western, Socialist Algeria where the International office of the Black Panther Party was opened. 

 

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) had long been considered in 

the civil rights movement as the more militant group amongst a number of other civil rights 

organizations.  One of their primary goals was to desegregate public spaces in the southern states 

of America in the early 1960s. As SNCC membership increased and their movement expanded 

the organization largely shifted focus from social integration to political activism where 

emphasis was now placed on voting rights for disenfranchised African Americans. SNCC was 

centered on grassroots organizing which meant establishing campaigns in southern states known 

as projects where the goal was to organize African American communities through training and 

education where they could challenge local and state Jim Crow laws that denied both their civil 

and voting rights. SNCC conducted projects in states like Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi and 

Georgia.  One such project to be created in Georgia was the SNCC Atlanta Project established in 

1966. In attempting to politicize the poor black residents of Atlanta, the SNCC Atlanta Project 
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began the process of addressing the ills facing residents by embracing racial consciousness and 

working on self-edification within the parameters of black nationalism. The measures put forth 

by the Atlanta Project was an effort to push SNCC beyond their civil rights tag and into the 

Black Power movement taking shape in cities across America. 

This push by the Atlanta Project was part of an effort Malcolm X had spoke about in his 

famous The Ballot or the Bullet speech in 1964. In it Malcolm stated that the new political, 

economic and social philosophy of African Americans was going to be centered around black 

nationalism. As an effort to find solidarity with civil rights organizations he credited the 

NAACP, CORE and SNCC with teaching the political philosophy of black nationalism in their 

meetings.159 However for African Americans to achieve true freedom, which could only occur 

through black nationalism, on scale with Afro-Asian-Latin independence then changes would 

have to be made to the civil rights strategy. 

So, where do we go from here? First, we need some friends. We need some new allies. 
The entire civil-rights struggle needs a new interpretation, a broader interpretation. We 
need to look at this civil-rights thing from another angle—from the inside as well as from 
the outside. To those of us whose philosophy is black nationalism, the only way you can 
get involved in the civil-rights struggle is to give it a new interpretation. That old 
interpretation excluded us. It kept us out. So, we’re giving a new interpretation that will 
enable us to come into it, take part in it. And these handkerchief-heads who have been 
dillydallying and pussyfooting and compromising—we don’t intend to let them pussyfoot 
and dillydally and compromise any longer.160 
 
SNCC like other civil rights organizations pressed for voting rights and with the passage 

of the Voting Rights of 1965 SNCC and black residents particularly in the South looked to 

voting as a fundamental right when exercised could challenge segregation, improve the condition 

of black people and the impoverished towns and cities they lived. In Atlanta this carried even 
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greater meaning because Atlanta had a significant black population that could readily mobilize. 

Both SNCC and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) made Atlanta its national 

headquarters as well.  Dating back to the 1940s, blacks proved capable of voting as an electoral 

bloc and in doing so were able to receive some concessions from White politicians and business 

owners even if they were symbolic or limited in results.  Atlanta was fertile ground to take a new 

message for Black people that could have the potential to make serious changes within the racial 

dynamics of America.  

What separated the Atlanta Project from other projects was its director Bill Ware. Before 

joining SNCC, Ware volunteered in the Peace Corps and worked in Ghana where he adopted a 

Pan-Africanist perspective that emphasized racial unity first. His stylistic choice of growing a 

beard and his inclination towards African clothing also set him apart from other members. Ware 

also staffed the project with members who’s collective experiences in SNCC believed that as an 

integrated organization it was never going to be able to fully change the condition of the black 

people they were trying to help. Michael Simmons, a Project staff member believed “if the black 

community felt that it owed its liberation to white people the fundamental problem of 

subservience to whites would not be addressed.  It would only perpetuate a racist paternalism 

that was as destructive as the overt racism that we were fighting against.”161 And he was not 

alone in opinion or experience. Co-chair of the Atlanta Project Gwen Robinson while in 

Mississippi reflected on rural blacks coming into the SNCC office noticing if they didn’t see a 

familiar face they would automatically look for a White person to receive help.162 
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As quickly as the staff members organized to start a project in Atlanta they created a 

newspaper to convey who they were trying to reach, what the new aims of the project were and 

how to go about them.  SNCC since its inception had a national newspaper the called The 

Student Voice.  The Atlanta Project staff now created a newspaper called The Nitty Gritty 

because as they saw it, it was black people communicating with other blacks.  Whereas The 

Student Voice was a newspaper for multi-racial purposes the Atlanta Project’s paper was used as 

an organizing tool for black people to have their own voice that was capable of countering the 

white media’s coverage on issues concerning blacks and most of all operate as something fully 

black-controlled.  Now with the Nitty Gritty those in poor neighborhoods of Southwest Atlanta 

could see the issues they were experiencing that received no attention in bigger publications as 

well as share in any achievements being made by individuals or by the community at large.  

 In the first edition of Nitty Gritty subtitled “The Reasons Why” project staff members 

wrote that “Nitty Gritty,” meant things like ‘tell it like it is,’ and ‘down with it’; and “we intend 

to speak to 22 million forgotten children; we intend to deliver a message of hope and 

inspiration.”163  Furthermore, the staff used the paper to demonstrate that freedom was only truly 

possible by doing it independent of any other racial group.  As they saw it “We can see no long-

standing structures created by blacks who are emotionally, socially, politically and economically 

dependent upon those individuals who are non-black.”  Without it “Black people in this country 

will know no freedom, but only more subtle forms of slavery.”164 The Nitty Gritty was speaking 

to two issues here.  First they were identifying that despite the passage of civil rights legislation 

that reinforced the illegality of discrimination against black Americans, said legislation could not 

dismantle long standing traditions of the structural racism that existed.  The other issue was more 
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subtle, the cultural identification of what a group of people call themselves.  Black people in the 

past collectively always identified with the name white people had used to identify people of 

African descent.  The word Nigger had always remained relevant no matter what era in the 

United States but for mainstream purposes former slaves and their descendants had been called 

Colored and later Negro.  These names even took hold within the African American community.  

There were organizations aimed at fighting to end racial discrimination and advance equality that 

used the terms such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (1909) 

and the National Council of Negro Women (1935) for example.  While Negro was still the 

dominant word used the Atlanta Project in their newspaper were using the word Black with an 

upper-case ‘B’.  And this trend was not unique to the Atlanta Project but rather was a connection 

to a growing shift towards racial consciousness and black nationalism that was spreading quickly 

in the North.  Malcolm X had created the Organization of Afro American Unity, Amiri Baraka 

(then known as LeRoi Jones) wrote an essay about blacks constituting a nation within a nation in 

an essay he named “‘Black’ Is a Country” and later started the Black Arts Repertory Theatre 

giving black artist a forum and outlet to produce their artistic cultural expressions.165  There was 

a new push on college campuses for African and Black studies programs as well. Staff organizers 

of the Atlanta Project like their black nationalist counterparts in the North were clearly out to set 

a new standard by not only advancing control over one’s politics but over one’s identity as well.  

At a SNCC staff meeting the Atlanta Project Staff presented papers that collectively 

became known as the Atlanta Project position paper, “The Basis of Black Power.”  In it the 

Atlanta Project called for the expulsion of white members from SNCC. The paper concluded 

blacks should organize the black community and white people should do the same in the white 
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community and on a voluntary basis they could participate through contract work “but in no way 

can they participate on a policy-making level.”166 From there a coalition could possibly exist 

later on “and if we are going in the same direction—talks about exchange of personnel, coalition, 

and other meaningful alliances can be discussed.”167  The forecast for White people to be a part 

of the freedom movement in the era of Black Power did exist but it was the one thing that was 

most overlooked in “The Basis of Black Power.”  This huge oversight was not lost on members 

of the Atlanta Project.  Michael Simmons pointed out that the paper wanted to clarify what Black 

Power was and what his group’s aim was which “rather than being an attempt to ‘throw white 

people out of the movement’ Black Power was an effort to address the fundamental power 

imbalances between blacks and whites.”168  Co-director of the Atlanta Project Gwen Robinson 

has maintained in the years since the paper “‘No one emphasizes that we were not talking about 

kicking White people to the curb,’ [n]o one ever mentions that.”169  

The most important aspect of the second and third parts of the paper was the linkage of 

the black American struggle to the larger struggle for independence taking place simultaneously 

on the African continent.  No longer was this just a fight against White supremacy or the 

American government but it was a war against “western culture” and “western civilization.”  

They acknowledged in the paper SNCC was naïve to have placed emphasis in only desegregation 

matters and the right to vote without understanding the broader implications of “struggle for 

liberation and self-determination [that] can only be carried out effectively by Black people.”170  
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Their analysis of slavery and oppression in America led them to conclude that citizenship for 

black people in America was a White invented perpetuated myth when in reality “Black people 

are a semi-colonialized people, victims of a domestic colonialism.”171 These statements speak to 

the Pan African views shared by project director Bill Ware and the burgeoning Pan Africanist 

ideology growing among other SNCC members as well. A delegation of SNCC leaders including 

John Lewis, Julian Bond and Fannie Lou Hamer took a trip to the West African country Guinea 

were Guinean President Sekou Toure encouraged SNCC to take a broad view of their struggle as 

a close relationship between what was happening to them in America and what had taken place 

in Africa.172  By doing so African Americans could look towards Africa for their cultural 

identification and at the black independence wave taking place on the continent as an inspiration 

to look inwards as a people to solve their own problems.   

Another point worth mentioning in the importance of lack organization is the concept of 

black nationalism.  black nationalism is black control over the economic, social, and political 

arenas in black society.  In their paper the Atlanta Project Staff explained that “Nationalism” was 

a word that brought about “fear and anxiety” to Whites when it involved African Americans.”173  

The White response to Nationalism they claimed were the true markers of how they felt when 

black people chose to take meaningful stances that did not involve non-black people.   This 

meant “that previous solutions to black problems in this country have been made in the interests 

of those whites dealing with those problems and not in the interests of Black people in this 

country.”174  This speaks to some of the frustrations that project members Gwen Robinson and 
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Michael Simmons shared in their previous experiences with some White SNCC members.  

 In the presentation of the problems and the solutions offered the Atlanta Project was 

ushering a new wave of consciousness that had been within the SNCC organization but only in 

fragments.  Part of this had come from the experience of Project co-directors Ware and Robinson 

in SNCC freedom schools in Mississippi were activist worked to “un-brainwash” people in the 

respective towns they worked in.  The question that always existed was ‘Where do we go from 

here?’ when it was clear having met SNCC’s projected aims there was still a lot more work that 

needed to be done.175 The Atlanta Project was joining the black consciousness movement that 

had already been unfolding outside of SNCC and outside of the South. 

“The Basis of Black Power” has Malcolm’s DNA all over it.  One of the authors of the 

SNCC Black Power paper was Roland Snellings (Askia Muhammad Toure) who belonged to the 

Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), a militant Black organization committed to 

revolutionary nationalism.176  As we would see with SNCC “While Black Power activists 

admired civil rights insurgency, and even joined in civil rights groups in hopes of pushing them 

further to the Left, black militants across the country laid the groundwork for turning local 

initiatives into an alternative national movement.”177 Michael Simmons was from Philadelphia 

and had the unique pleasure as a child to meet Malcolm X who would visit his home often due to 

Michael’s older brothers whom joined the Nation of Islam.   

Malcolm X’s forays with SNCC including sharing a stage with Fannie Lou Hamer in 

New York, meeting John Lewis and a SNCC delegation in Nairobi, Kenya and most of all being 
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escorted around Selma, Alabama in the last major Voting Rights Campaign before the passage of 

the Voting Rights Act.  The courtship between Malcolm and SNCC while short was mutual.  

Malcolm needed SNCC because he’d long been wanting to engage in the social and political 

activism taking place in the civil rights movement; something he could not do as a member of 

the Nation of Islam due to the Honorable Elijah Muhammad’s edict that members of the Nation 

not involve themselves in protest and politics.  SNCC was Malcolm’s guide to the front line of 

the battle.  Malcolm to his credit made a lasting impression on the SNCC activist he came into 

contact with by broadening their scope on the human struggle they were engaged in and serving 

as a model for the new black militancy many members in SNCC hope to push the organization.  

His impression was felt even by those that had never met or heard him speak when he was alive.  

Gwen Robinson was in Mississippi when she first heard Malcolm X speak via a record player, 

after his assassination, and her response to his fiery speech was “Oh God! [t]here was a man 

saying stuff that just electrified me. I said, ‘This is the truth, the unadulterated truth.’”178  In 

admiring their frontline struggle Malcolm was able to get SNCC activist to see their issues as an 

international human rights struggle. 

Once the emphasis of many black Americans shifted from Civil Rights to Black Power 

the concept of Pan-Africanism was embraced even more. Among the many causes of this shift 

the Vietnam War played an enormous role. The reaction to the Vietnam War in America by 

black organizations was equivalent to the response of neutral countries during the growing 

escalation of the Cold War. Even Martin Luther King, who many in SNCC considered a 

moderate, grew more critical of the Vietnam War in the Black Power era and called out the 

hypocrisy of the American government for the “irony of watching Negro and white boys on TV 
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screens as they kill and die together for a nation that has been unable to seat them together in the 

same schools. So we watch them in brutal solidarity burning the huts of a poor village, but we 

realize that they would hardly live on the same block in Chicago. I could not be silent in the face 

of such cruel manipulation of the poor.”179  For King, America was undermining their war efforts 

both abroad and home making the destabilization of the jungles of Vietnam and the concrete 

jungles of America’s inner cities worst.  

As the Bandung Conference and Non-Aligned Movement sought solidarity so did black 

Americans and their organizations. Pan-Africanism provided an umbrella like the Non-Aligned 

Movement before it to merge commonalities rather than focus on differences. In a Pan-Africanist 

context the interpretation of philosophies of Elijah Muhammad and Martin Luther King didn’t 

sound anymore at odds than African country that was colonized by the British versus one 

colonized by the French. Activist Stokely Carmichael called Pan-Africanism “‘the highest 

political expression of Black Power.’”180    
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

In 1966 Nkrumah was deposed in a military coup. Four year later, on September 28, 

1970, Nasser succumbed to a heart attack at the age of 52. The issues both men had come 

together to address at the Bandung Conference had not been resolved. They had instead become 

almost existential in their complexity. 

By the 1960s, Western powers were acceding to the decolonization movement, except in 

the wealthier colonies, where European settlers had expropriated rich farm lands.  However, 

Africa’s taste of independence was nothing if not bittersweet.  A year before the coup d’etat that 

removed him from office, Nkrumah remarked: “The essence of neo-colonialism is that the 

[African] State which is subject to it is, in theory, independent and has all the outward trappings 

of international sovereignty. In reality its economic system and thus its political policy is 

directed from outside.”181 Nkrumah had on previous occasions spelled out the pending doom of 

Africa if independent countries could not develop their respective economies. He was clear, 

political control of a country was based on whoever or whatever entity controlled the economics. 

His astuteness of how economics is the principle in nationhood is on display in Africa Must 

Unite. There Nkrumah writes: 

We have had enough of European monopoly domination of our economy. We have 
emancipated ourselves politically, and we have now to shake off the economic monopoly 
that was the objective of foreign political control. This is the crux of our economic 
policy, and the essential heart of our endeavors. For unless we attain economic freedom, 
our struggle for independence will have been in vain, and our plans for social and cultural 
advancement frustrated.182 
 

The Ghanaian leader reflected on economic issues as though hard choices had to be made.  But 
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the crisis might, itself, have been existential in nature, a trap set by forces outside of their 

control. Nkrumah, whom some accused of being too ideological or even romantic in his embrace 

of Pan-Africanism, followed many of Nasser’s international moves and one such move was the 

steady direction of going to the Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc for financial assistance and how 

to model his country’s economic system. For example, “A great deal of money had been spent on 

his great dream, the Volta River Project, which was to him what the Aswan High Dam was to 

President Nasser of Egypt.”183 Nasser received funding from the Soviet Union for his country’s 

project and as Nasser did before Nkrumah began to visit Eastern European countries more which 

began “a definite shift in the direction of the economy.”184   

One way this became possible was to hamper the growth of the fragile economies of the 

newly independent states. Africa may have chosen socialism as its economic base but as author 

Elenga M’buyinga points out in Pan Africanism or Neo-Colonialism: The Bankruptcy of the 

O.A.U. that Africa was still linked to the rest of the world due to its need to export raw materials. 

The reason for this according to M’buyinga was the nearly non-existent ability of African states 

to sustain large scale trading amongst themselves. Therefore “if the African economy cannot find 

sufficient outlets in Africa itself—it is as a direct consequence of imperialist colonial policy, a 

policy, which oriented the trade of each colony towards its imperialist metropole.”185  

 

Ghana’s Cocoa 

Nkrumah found himself locked within the horns of a dilemma. He castigated the West for 
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its neo-colonial control of Africa, while depending on it to maintain stable cocoa prices, Ghana’s 

principal cash crop.  In 1954-55 Ghana produced 210,000 tons of cocoa that brought in £85.5 

million on the world market. Ten years later in 1964-65 Ghana produced 590,000 tons of cocoa 

almost three times as much as in the previous ten years yet only fetched £77 million.186 The 

difference in that ten year time span was status: in 1954 Ghana was the British Empire’s Colony 

of the Gold Coast however by 1964 it was the Republic of Ghana an African sovereign nation. 

Western powers bought all the cocoa then having the ability to control and manipulate the price 

beat the prices down forcing Ghana to sell it at cost therefore preventing the country of the 

revenue needed from its chief agricultural export to support government initiatives put in place 

by President Kwame Nkrumah.  

Nkrumah’s vision for Ghana was expansive. If he had misread Nasser, it was in Nasser’s 

ability to “play the West [the United States] and the Soviet bloc off against each other.”187 No 

matter how much venom Nasser directed at the United States he always kept a line of 

communication open with them through his either his private meetings or indirectly through an 

aide. Ghana’s economy was designed to finance their hydroelectric dam complex, international 

airports, free universities, public housing, bridges and state farms.188 Ghanaians woefully lacked 

the skills to sustain an independent country which was not lost of Nkrumah. In addition to 

providing the basic needs like public housing for the people of Ghana education and training 

were major components of his plans for Ghana and its future. Writing on the topic he explained 

“[b]y 1957, we were turning out some 4,000 new teachers each year, but this left us far behind 
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the 70,000 teachers required to serve the national needs of elementary education.”189 On 

technical training he revealed in six years there was considerable increase in enrollment but 

revealed the gain was “woefully short of need.”190  

 Compounding his problems were urbanization and the inability of the Ghanaian 

government to feed the influx of its people moving into their cities. Meanwhile Nkrumah 

“sought to build state control of the economy, the largest pools of foreign capital were controlled 

by countries unsympathetic to socialism. Nkrumah was accordingly forced to seek necessary 

foreign exchange from cocoa exports, and later, also from the use of deficit financing. The 

foreign exchange reserves were virtually exhausted by the time Nkrumah was overthrown by the 

NLC junta” in 1966.191 Ghana had invested a lot of money in their hydroelectric dam and 

borrowed a lot as well. The American firm that built the Akosombo Dam imposed unfavorable 

repayment terms and Nkrumah was unable to find a country (or countries) to bail him out. 

Nkrumah’s detractors, responsible for manipulating the economy for the cocoa, pointed at 

Nkrumah and his failed attempts at establishing an economy and used Ghana as an example of 

why socialism won’t work.  

 In spite of African aspirations for independence and unification, the continent because of 

lack of industrial development and economic independence, was subject to foreign influence and 

control. Part of the reason for the Bandung Conference was to solve Third World problems 

internally. Although the Organization of African Unity had not yet been established and was 

created for the express purposes of dealing with a Congo Crisis, had it been around it would have 

faced a Sisyphus task mounting the Western influences that worked against Lumumba an 
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African nationalist. However, the situation in the Congo was not limited to the Western Bloc but 

served to establish the Eastern Bloc and China as a presence in Africa as well. Julius Nyerere 

saw the writing on the wall when warned of a second Scramble for Africa stating “‘the socialist 

countries themselves are now committing the same crimes as were committed by the capitalists 

before.’”192 

 

The Sino-Soviet Battle for Africa 

 The Chinese, Soviet battle for Africa became more entrenched in the mid-60s. While the 

Chinese made Guinea a satellite, the Soviet Union focused primarily on Egypt and Ghana in 

Africa with their involvement in heavy industry. As stated before the Soviet Union had to rethink 

its strategy of targeting Africa for communism after its staunch anti-communist stance. Through 

economic and technical aid communist were able to grasp the understanding of the inner 

workings of each country and found that many states have one political party and the members of 

the party are young and inexperienced. With the creation of trade unions and the one party 

system the Soviets were able to infiltrate the Pan-African movement within the states.193  

 The China News Agency set up offices in several African countries and Peking radio 

broadcast in Africa signaled the increase in Chinese settlement in Africa. Even when African 

students went to China to study many returned home when they reported being “kept under 

surveillance and [having] their mail censored.”194 While the Soviet Union focused on economic 

aid and industry to build influence, China paid attention to internal strife within Africa offering 
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military aid as a way to drive wedges in small conflicts and attempts at solidarity as an effort to 

maintain its influence. 

 In Ghana Kwame Nkrumah spent much of his time in power as an effective president 

with the building of several industries to address the needs of Ghanaians and the entirety of 

Africa. However, as the economic realities of neo-colonialism hit the country and he and 

government struggled to address the needs of the citizens Nkrumah became more repressive in 

criticism against him. The drop in cocoa revenue forced him to lean more on Communist China 

and Soviet aid and more importantly advisors that swayed him from his Pan Africanist ideology. 

Although Soviet advisors clamored in to Ghana the deeper Nkrumah’s problems got the more the 

Soviet Union pulled back on helping him. This pull back occurred in every area except that of 

national and army security which Soviet advisors were “charged with reorganizing the 

presidential guard for Nkrumah, who was increasingly worried about his own personal 

security.”195 Ironically, Nkrumah was on a state visit to China when he was overthrown from 

power in a coup. Having flown to Moscow afterwards the Soviets sent him to Guinea and 

quickly recognized the new regime.196 The Pan Africanist Nkrumah, perhaps the staunchest anti-

Communist was the first leader to fall to its aggression in Africa. With Nkrumah removed from 

power it was believed communism would have a better effort at taking over Africa. 

 

East Africa 

 While the Soviet Union found success in efforts to infiltrate Ghana, that success did not 

turn into a trend. While Sino-Soviet rivalry did continue influence it became apparent that such 
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influence could be contained. Under the leadership of Jomo Kenyatta, Kenya made no great 

efforts at obtaining a socialist model. In fact Kenyatta warned China, the Soviet Union and his 

African competitors that: 

We welcome genuine friendship, but we detest flattery. We welcome cooperation and 
assistance, but we shall not be bought or blackmailed. I warn those in our country who 
seek to create confusion....It is naïve to think that there is no danger of imperialism from 
the East. In world politics the East has as many designs upon us as the West and would 
like us to serve their own interests. That is why we reject communism….To us 
Communism is as bad as imperialism.197 
 

Kenyatta had played a major role in the Mau Mau rebellions a decade before and Kenya 

embodied its own brand of Pan Africanism and Kenyan nationalism expressed in the actions of a 

group of Kenyan students that returned from studying at a Soviet Union university “complaining 

of ideological indoctrination and racial discrimination, complaints which received wide publicity 

in the Western-owned Kenyan press.”198 Kenyatta’s leadership style was similar to Nasser’s in 

that it could take advantage of the Western and Eastern blocs largess without being swayed to 

move in either’s ideological sphere. And the legacy of the Mau Mau was going to prevent 

attempts at any proxy wars in Kenya. 

 Julius Nyerere gained considerable influence in East Africa as the Dar es Salaam became 

the defacto Cairo of East Africa. Nyerere was an able leader and like Kenyatta and Nasser had 

been tested by Western aggression. Tanzania had trained many guerilla fighters in Southern 

Africa and seen violent conflict up close with the Zanzibar Revolution and other armed liberation 

struggles and violence inflicted on Africans in nearby Zambia and Mozambique. Like Nasser 

before his non-aligned stance and relationships alarmed the West and Tanzania was denied 

support from the West in Tanzania developmental plans. Nyerere and China courted each other--
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Nyerere confident he could contain China and the Chinese needing strong support in East Africa. 

Nyerere confidence was he understood communism was no different than Western imperialism 

and he planned to benefit as much as possible without changing his stance of non-alignment. 

During a visit to China Nyerere said: 

We offer the hand of friendship to China as to America, Russia, Britain and others… The 
fears of others will not affect Tanzania’s friendship with China any more than our 
friendship with other countries will be affected by what their opponents say to them.199 
 
China funded the building of the Tanazm Railway, their largest overseas project at that 

time.200 Nyerere recognized the double-edged sword of maintaining a Pan Africanist view in 

light of economic realities. In Uhuru na Ujamaa, he addressed this believing the answer was not 

easy. Pan-Africanism by nature demanded “an African consciousness and an African loyalty; on 

the other hand is the fact that each Pan-Africanist must also concern himself with the freedom 

and development of one of those nations of Africa.”201 In essence, every country has to do what 

is necessary to survive above all else. However the ability to develop Tanzania through heavy 

outside means and control the internal politics within Tanzania made him able to escape the 

misfortunes of Kwame Nkrumah. Nyerere consolidated power in Tanzania and in East Africa 

and was able to navigate the delicate tight rope of remaining a staunch Pan Africanist while 

becoming “friends” with any and every foreign nation offering assistance to Tanzania. Rapid 

industrialization, an aspect of European socialism was never an aim of African socialism which 

expected more of a struggle in developing long term economic cooperation between African 

countries especially when that country was not the epicenter of a world valued commodity.  
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Post Nasser and Nkrumah 

In spite of the challenges brought on by neo-colonialism and the absence of Nasser and 

Nkrumah, the spirit of Pan-Africanism they embodied which fought for and believed in a 

decolonized and unified Africa continued in the second wave of African decolonization. African 

leaders like Sam Nujoma battled in armed struggles for liberation. Organizations such as the 

National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) was supported by the 

Organization of African Unity, which Nkrumah and Nasser helped to build. As the war for 

independence in Africa continued so did the mindset and tactics of Africans fighting for 

independence. As was the case in Namibia Sam Nujoma wrote, “A lot of training had to be done, 

much of it in Angola, and some platoons and even companies were sent abroad for specialized 

training in the usage of anti-air weapons of various types, and artillery pieces.202   

The fact that Nasser survived as long as he did with assassination attempts made on his 

life and the constant threat of Western powers at his door is a testament to his survival skills, 

adaptability, power and influence. When Nasser died in 1970 “only his achievements were 

remembered by his grieving subjects. Even his enemies in the West were constrained to spare a 

brief charitable thought for the man whom they had reviled for so long. And the Arab world, to 

whose emancipation he had dedicated o much of his life, stood stunned by the knowledge that 

they had lost their foremost champion.”203 Speaking on the death of President Gamal Abdel 

Nasser Sam Nujoma writes, “I cabled the United Arab Republic: ‘The world has lost a great man 

and all those who fight for freedom and human dignity nave lost a brother in the struggle. The 

people of Namibia join you in mourning President Nasser’s tragic death.’”204  
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203 Nutting, Nasser, 476. 
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On the anniversary of Nasser’s death in 2002, Gamal Nkrumah wrote on Nasserism’s 

Pan-African legacy and on the relationship he shared with Kwame Nkrumah in Egypt’s weekly 

newspaper Al-Ahram Weekly. Speaking on Nasser’s role as an African leader Gamal Nkrumah 

wrote: “For Nasser and his fellow African leaders, African liberation was a historic duty. They 

lived and died for the cause of national liberation. Few Arab leaders of Nasser’s stature were 

involved as intimately as he was in the struggle to liberate Africa from colonial rule. It was this 

dedication to the cause of African liberation that endeared him to like-minded African 

leaders.”205 When Kwame Nkrumah was deposed in a 1966 coup it was Nasser who sent a 

commiseration letter to Ghana’s first president less than 48 hours after the coup that read: 

With feelings of great bitterness and shock, we, in the United Arab Republic, have heard 
of the sad events to which the people of Ghana were exposed… I agree with you that the 
forces of colonialism are always trying to undermine the independence of African states, 
and to draw them again into spheres of influence in order to continue exploiting their 
resources and shape their fates. What has happened in Ghana is actually part of this 
imperialist plan. To face colonialism in the African continent requires of us all 
continuous efforts and a sustained struggle to liberate it from old colonialism and neo-
colonialism. The setback that has occurred in Ghana must act as a driving force for all of 
us to continue the struggle for the consolidation of the independence of African peoples 
and their liberation from imperialist forces.206 
 
Even through there was a Pan-Africanist movement long before Gamal Abdel Nasser 

entered the picture undoubtedly Nasser as the leader of Egypt a non-aligned country with 

influence brought spotlight to the Pan-Africanist movement at a critical time.  Having been a 

protectorate of the British Empire, Egypt understood the futility and embarrassment of not being 

in control of its nation’s destiny.  Though Nasser was from Egypt his story, like his country’s 

related to the black African liberation struggle because he, like other influential mid-twentieth 

century African leaders, took an active role in securing his country’s independence. With Nasser 

                                                 
205 Gamal Nkrumah, “Nasser Through African Eyes,” Al-Ahram Weekly On-line, October 3-9 2002, accessed March 
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and Egypt, Africans could now see the reality of removing the yoke of colonization from their 

identity and setting a new course to define their own destiny.   

The period of decolonization was not easy and while Pan Africanism was able to claim 

some achievements like the Organization of African Unity, the establishment cooperative 

economics and serve as an inspiration and model for black nationalism in America, the continent 

was plagued by lack of economic development in a substantial way and the continued 

involvement of foreign influences that affected its growth and would continue to be a problem. 

With the issues that persisted in Africa, the concept of unity provided a strong force that allowed 

the independent countries to preserve their independence in the face of many challenges.   

While Nasser was paternalistic at times and had his own personal agenda in actively 

pursuing Pan-Africanism, his committed support to the African liberation struggle was 

unquestioned primarily through financial and military aid.  For the power and influence Nasser 

carried and then applied to Pan-Africanism, Nasserism served as the catalyst by which black 

African pressed for independence and used the Egyptian model under Nasser to construct newly 

liberated African states. 
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